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"Frank A. Winslow started Way
Back When’ He's a fixture-in New
England new-papering.
He doesn't say when he started
in newspapering, but Frank A.
Winslow, editor
the tri-weekly
Rockland (Met Courier-Gazette,
does admit it was "way back when"
it took a week to earn as many
pesos as he now pays Uncle Sam
daily.
“It was not a lavish salary which
greeted my advent into newspaperdom (as a reporter), but it looked
good to a boy wfjo had never done
anything but pull weeds in his
father's garden, and who had just
been expelled from high school,"
Mr. Winslow said.
"I was hired the day I was
'fired,' my boss being the man who
became director of the budget, Gen.
Herbert M. Lord. I like newspaper
work just as some folks like the
Presidency—‘because I have to, or
become a permanent resilient of the
almshouse."
Upon the rock-bound coast of the
Pine Tree State, Fourth Estate con
temporaries of Mr. Winslow know
that things are not that bad with
him—he’s a long way from the
almshouse, and while it is neces
sary for one to earn a living, Mr.
Winslow wouldn't do it any other
way. In addition to the editorship
he has been honored with the presi
dency of The Courier-Gazette Cor
poration. John M. Richardson is
publisher.
Its been a life-time career for
Mr Winslow, born in Rockland on
May 18, the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. David Winslow. Year? To
this query, the veteran editor says

THOMASTON MEETING MONDAY

Editor frank completed his studies at Rockland
High School 62 years ago come June. The greater ,
part of his days since then he has spent recording
the comings and goings of Knox County people. His
files and memories of that period are the history
of the area through three full fledged wars, plus
the “police action” in Korea.
While h* Is av.are of the honor bestowed upon
him bv the national newsmen's weekly, he didn't
have <he foggiest notion that it was to appear in
The Courier-Gazette today.

the steamship City of Rockland in i
Mussell Ridge channel. Thdt was
,,
1904. This provided one of. the
dramatic stories of the sea. Mr.
Winslow reminisced about the three
weeks' battle by seven tugs to re
float the ship, but before she was
again riding the water everything
aboard that could be moved had
been stolen.
Many interviews were the lot of
Mr. Winslow, but he ranks among
the most interesting those with
Mark Twain and Col. Charles A.
Lindbergh. Both of these were
played up by ill* Boston Globe as
"beats.”
Other interviews and
stories by Mr. Wmslow made the
nation’s newspapers over wires of
the Associated Press, for which he
was a correspondent. He also wrote
for other newspapers, and is au
thor of the Maine Sunday Letter
in the Boston Sunday Globe.
Also, among the headline stories
reported by Mr Winslow was the
murder of Carolyn Brown, socialite
in 1918, on which he worked virtu
ally day and night for three weeks,
although he was convalescing after
a critical illness. Incidentally, Mr.
Winslow recalled that the case was
never solved, despite reward offers
totalling $6000

There was also the thre.e weeks'
terrorizing of the State and border
ing Canadian provinces before the
capture of a convict who escaped
from the Maine prison.
These are some of the highlights
from thc interesting career that
has been Mr. Winslow’s. Honors
for newspaper achievement? Best
of all, he feels "honored that the
ghost walks every Saturday."
"Bh!”
Mr. Winslow has the typical
But one gets an idea from Mr. reticence of the true New Englander
Winslow's recollection of "biggest when it comes to getting informa
stories" that have come his way. tion for a biographical sketch, hut
Take for instance, the wrecking of

RUMMAGE SALE
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BILLY GRAHAM
HOUR OF DECISION
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. M.
STATION WLAW

TODAY, SAT

MARCH 29

Universalist Church Vestry
9.00

A. M.

(Auspices Rockland Jr. Women’s
Club)
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he did list an honorary merr.bershiP in the Rockland Lions Club as
one of his favorite affiliations A*
'
for church preference, in his words
it's “all of them.” Three years he
served Rockland as a councilman,
and back in the 90's he filled two
years’ term as alderman. He is
not married.
Life has not been all work for the
Maine editor. He's one of the best
boosters for baseball in his region,
and for 40 yearns he has scored
games. Three seasons he played on
the local team. He also is a devotee
of roller polo and for a quarter of a
century he refereed games in
which world's most famous par
ticipated.
Cribbage is another diversion Mr.
Winslow enjoys, and he tells one
that he wins now and then, and
last, but not least, there’s "my love
for baked stuffed lobster," he say;
which is natural for one who has
made his home along the Atlantic
coast."

No matter what your estimate of this or that
church may be, the fact is that in the Church, and in
the Bible which is its written word, lies the world's
one hope.

Every responsible person owes a part of civiliza
tion’s debt to the Church. For the sake of your chil
dren—for the sake of humanity—for your own sake
_ why not take an interest in the Church? Let’s give
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Articles Due To Be Voted On Monday;
Williams Explains For Committee
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Thomaston's annual town meet
ing, the last in the county this
year will be held Monday with
prospects of a $3 reduction in the
tax rate provided the budget com
mittee's recommendations are car
ried out. The sum of $ 120,60526 is
asked for the ensuing year, an [
amount some $4,300 under that of
1951.
j
As usual, schools will claim the
largest share of the tax dollar and
their budget of $48,873.88 is $8,300
I in excess of last year's. The extra
funds are being asked for increases
in the salaries of the teachers and
janitors; a new school bus; and
alterations at the high school.
New items this year are $600
each for Workmen's Compensation

J

Selectmen
Treasurer
Overseers of Poor
Town Clerk Fees
Tax Collector
Excise Fees

600.00
600.00
600.00
467.00
1507 68
30050

Carleton P. Wood Cites Inadequate Pay,

Unfavorable Conditions At School

Carleton P. Wood, Principal of
$ 4,075.18
Camden High School since 1922,
This shows a difference of $1,has given up his position there,
424.82 in the cost of the two forms
due, he says, to "unfavorable con
of government. However, it should ditions and an inadequate salary.
be taken into consideration that
He released the following state
with the present tax commitment, ment to the people of Camden;
the item of tax collector under the “It has been my sad experience
old form of government would have that school teaching isn't always
what it could and should be. I am
increased approximately 25 per
leaving the system here because
cent of $425.00, further reducing
of unfavorable conditions beyond
the difference to $999.82.
my control. They have been known
Also other towns in the near vi
to school officials for some time
cinity have had to increase the se
and have not been remedied. Fur
lectmen's salaries in order to car
thermore, the salary has been adry on the town's business, which
mitterly inadequate by the same
would reflect in a still narrower
officials for this day and age, thus
margin of the cost between the two
necessitating my having to supple
forms.
Co-ordination of activities and
closed supervision
has without
doubt produced greater results for
the same expenditure with a value
to the town in excess of the figures
already shown.
One example alone should be
sufficient to illustrate this point.
For one phase of operation of the
highway department in t'he year
1050 shows a reduction in cost of
approximately $400 for the same
operation in 1&19 and a slightly
larger reduction from the year 1948.
The convenience of having all
town business transacted at the
central office, and the prompt at
$5,500.00 tention given to the problems of in
dividuals warrants special consid
eration. A reduction in the tax
rate of two dollars was effected in
1951, the first since 1943, and the
prospects for a second reduction
this year are very bright. The av- :
erage tax rate in Knox County for
16 cities and towns in 1950 was 685
while Thomaston's rate for 1951 was I
67.00.
Other examples could be given,
but we do not believe it is neces
sary to go further in order to re
mind you of the advantages ac
quired through the Town Manager
form of government.
Percy Williams,
—
Chairman for
The Thomaston Budget and Plan
ning Committee."
• You save money when you use

support.
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blue flame is all heal —there is no STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
wasie. Every pound of gas gives you §Q I ilOniaSlOn uranye Unll
nail
full value. And lhe more gas you EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
use, lhe lower Ihe average cost. You Woodcock's Orchestra 8.30 to 12.
lave most when you enjoy all lhe
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
■
6-Th&S-tl
advantages of this complete gas
service—for ranking, wafer heeling,
efrigeration.

d ma'

religion a chance to do what it will do when today’s
unchurched millions are added to the forces for good

already at work.
it 1952, Keister Adv. Service. Strasborg, Va.|

EMBLEM CLUB FOOD SALE
The Emblem Club is holding a
cooked food sale Saturday after
noon in the Burpee furniture store.
Members are asked to bring their
goods before 1 p. m. Members of
the working committee are Mrs.
Mrytle Nelson, Mrs. Bernice Hol
brook, and Mrs. Gladys Rokes.

Warren F. Hart, 21, of South
Hope shot and killed himself
Thursday afternoon in the family
car on the Hart Road in Soutn
Hope.
The youth, married and the father
of a four-year-old child, was
found about 4.30 p. m. by his father,
Arthur Hart, also of South Hope.
Deputy Sheriff Ernest Gray, who
investigated the incident with Med
ical Examiner Charles D. North,
said that Hart had placed the muz
zle of a 16-gauge shotgun against
his neck and discharged it.
Hart leaves his wife, Lorraine
Hatch Hart and a daughter, Rosella, 4, and his parents.
He had worked for the town dur
ing the day and was found not too
long after the town crews quit work
He Is presumed to have committed
the act between 3.30 and when his
father found him at approximately
4.30.
The body was removed to the
Laite Funeral Home in Camden.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
A WOMAN’S PRAYER
Give me a heart, strong to endure.
Help me to keep it simple, pure.
Make me unselfish, helpful, true
In every act, what e’er I do,
And keep content!
Help me to do my woman’s share,
Make me courageous, strong to bear
Sunshine or shadow in my life!
Sustain me in the daily strife
To keep content.

NOTICE
Camden

Home Bakery

Will Be Closed the
Week of March 31st

While Moving To Our New
Location on Mechanic Street

WILL RE-OPEN
MONDAY, APRIL 7

Mobil-flame
0
SOCONY*
VACUUM

Models Sandra Perry', left, and Mrs. Betty Sawyer prepare for the
Senter-Crane style show which is to be presented at the Legion Home
Wednesday evening. The Spring fashion show is In connection with a
rard PartV sponsored by the Rockland Junior Women's Club for the
benefit of the Hyde Memorial Home at Bath. The latest in Spring
fashions are being shown by several Rockland young women and children
under the direction of Kennedy Crane, Jr.

NATIONALLY KNOWN

*!“

~

Hart Suicide

BOTTLD

PYROFAX Gas because the clean,

“BURNING CYCLONE”
Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

5l”P,,r Ver—

gSSteSC- '■

ment it during Summer vacations."
Principal Wood attended schools
in Kingfield and was graduated
from the University of Maine with
a degree in chemical engineering.
He did considerable graduate work
at Maine and taught at South
Paris High School for two years
before coming to Camden.

SENTER-CRANE STYLE SHOW 2nd

EVANGELIST ELDER E. E. DIGGS
ferial

lican newcomers to politics Theo
dore Gutoske and Robert Blake.
Frank Linekin, Democrat, will op
pose F. L. S. Morse for the assessors
post, and Walter Strong, Republi
can and Mrs. Bertha Spear for the
School Board vacancy.

South Hope Laborer Took
Own Life With Shotgun
Blast Late Tuesday

CAMDEN PRINCIPAL RESIGNS

tory, but it was believed that if the
agitation of what seems to be from
a few, is to continue until a vote is
required, it is far more fitting and
proper to have the vote at an an
nual meeting when the attendance
will be good and representative
rather than in a special meeting
when attendance is likely to be
small and not representative of all
the townspeople.
Second: The Budget Committee
is definitely opposed to the return
to the old form of government be
cause of the satisfactory manner
in which the various functions are
being managed and the fact that
town business is becoming more
complicated yearly and needs full
time attention. It is believed that
no person holding a full time posi
tion elsewhere could do full justice
to the elected offices under the old
form of government.
Third: It was estimated that the
cost of operating the Manager form
would be in excess of the old form
by about $1500.00. The facts now
show this to be in excess of the
actual difference.
The tangible expenditures are as
follows:
1950
Manager
$4,000.00
Secretary
1,500.00

lh’ *°ke

church regularly and
*°
Bible daily
Z ®d reod four

for or against.
Thomaston is aiso faced with the
necessity of securing a new town
nurse, as Mrs. Katherine Flint has
resigned. The sum of $2,400 is asked
for the nurse’s salary.
The 1951 tax rate in Thomaston
was 167, slightly lower then the av
erage for the area.
The polls will open at 10 a. m.
and close at 6 p. m. with the busi
ness meeting called for 7.30.
Contests are in prospect for two
selectmen's positions, with Demo
crat incumbents Bowdoin Grafton
and Fred Burnham against Repub-

and Social Security to cover the
| town workers and the fire departThe reigning lady of Rockport High’s Seaside Carnival is Miss Elinor Ausplund, daughter of Mr. and ment and $1,309 for a new comMrs. Edward Ausplund of Rockport. Chosen by her classmates, she was crowned Thursday evening by Prin- , Pr*ssor for the fire alarm system,
cipal Frederick Richards. Her attendants were the other four contestants for the coveted crown. Left to
An article to see what, if any
right are Elsie Andrews, Doris Richards, Judy Gray and Edith Brewster as they presented gifts to Queen thing, the voters wish to do about
Elinor, seated on her throne in Rockport Town Hall. The opening day of the annual school show drew a parking meters is also in the war
large attendance and was highlighted ln the evening by the coronation, a stylo show by Savitt’s, Inc., of rant. It carries no recommendation
Rockland and a concert by the Composite Band.
j from the budget committee either

Petition Of 11 Voters Placed On List Of

of Hi is DEBT is YOURS

The Church shown here is one of thousands which
are carrying the load of responsibility for a better
kind of citizenship, for international peace, and for
the greater acceptance of those higher values which
alone can lead people into the better life and save
the world from destroying itself.

Budget Committee; Parking Meters To
Be Problem; Teacher Pay Raise Asked

1949

J
S-n-

No, not the national debt. That is merely a finan
cial obligation, and you already know that part of
it is yours. What is meant is the service debt that
you owe to your family and to society.

Tax Rate May Drop If Voters Follow the

THOMASTON MANAGER GOVERNMENT UP FOR VOTE

"To the Citizens of Thomaston:
Shortly after the budget Com
mittee had made their report and
it had been sent to the printer, a
petition was received for an article
to be submitted to the town meet
ing, asking that the Town Mana
ger form of government be rejected
and Thomaston return to the pre
vious form, with three selectmen
elected annually.
This question was sufficiently im
portant to warrant special atten
tion and the publication of this
circular.
First: The petition did not have
sufficient signatures to make the
placing of it on the ballot manda-

Volume 107, Number 39

$5 00 per year
$2.50 six months

RATIONAL PAPER CHOSE WINSLOW EDITOR OF WEEK Queen ElinorCrowned At Seaside Carnival
The Publishers' Auxiliary, national publication of
the Western Newspaper I nion published weekly, this
week selected Editor Frank A. Winslow as its "Editor
of the Week.”
The honor is an outstanding one for only editors
who have contributed materially to their community
and section over a considerable period of years are
selected for treatment.
The editors chosen must, first of all, be top
newsmen, community leaders and have a thorough
knowledge of the area and people they serve.

Saturday
Issue

Albert E. MacPhail

445 MAIN ST. TR, 738
ROCKLAND, ME.

Evangelist Meetings

mu va

282 MAINTEL.ST, 1121ROCKLAND
COMPTON’S

MINSTREL SHOW

WARREN LIONS CLUB
HOWARD CROCKETT, Director

At the

Town Hall, Warren, April 3-4

United Pentecostal Church

8 P. M.

SOUTH MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Adm. Children 60c; Adults, $1.00, tax inc.

Starting Tuesday, April 1—Every Night at 7.30

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

Rockland C’D Home Nursing Class First To Graduate

STRAND THEATRE. SUNDAY AND MONDAY

RI

James Stewart, right, leader cf a pioneer wagon caravan, gives in
structions to Rock Hudson. Jay C. Flippen and Julia Adams in a battle
'against a band of early Oregon outlaws in this scene from I’niversal| International’s Technicolor “Bend of the River.’’ Arthur Kennedy, Julia
■ Adams and Rock Hudson are starred with Stewart in the new him.

The first class in home nursing to be graduated under the Civil Defense establishment in the county completed its work Thursday evening.
The project is under the direction of Mrs. Etta Andersen, staff nurse at Knox County General Hospital. Instructor is Mrs. Esther Long of the
Maine Department of Health and Welfare. Above, seated, listening to Mrs. I/Ong, left, explain the operation of a clinical thermometer, are:
Florencia Roach, Isabel Gamage. Mary Stone. Leona Whitehill and Ina Webber. Standing are: Winifred Proctor. Abbie Buswell. Helmi Ranta,
Evelyn Fisher, Elaine Gac. Evelyn Bartlett. Louise French. Ruth Brown and Elizabeth Passon are also members of the class.

"Bob's" Been Busy

Jewish Appeal

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW

A Thumbnail Sketch Of a

Thomaston Candidate For
Office

"LITTLE LEAGUE" SUNDAY
Meeting To

Will Begin Sunday, April 6
In Portland—Its Pur
poses

[EDITORIAL]
ON VERGE OF BANDWAGON

Be

Held

In

Community

Building—Keith Richards To
Manage Camden

The expectation that Senator Margaret Chase Smith
might declare for one of the presidential candidates when
she attended the Republican State Convention did not ma
terialize. Speaking before the Orono and Old Town Kiwanis
Clubs she did however, declare that Eisenhower was "on
the verge of bandwagon support that may sweep aside all
opposition," and that "many Democrats privately admit they
have no chance of winning if he is the Republican nominee."

Above is a scene from “Slaughter Trail,” a cinecolor production
starring Brian Donlevy. Virginia Grey, Gig Young. Andy DeVine and
Robert Hutton which will open a two day engagement at the Strand
Theatre on Sunday. Companion feature will be “Stronghold” starring
\ cronica Lake and Zachary Scott.

!•
ting the league into two sections
with the pennant winners playing
a three game series foi^ the flag.
Russ Kelley, last year the great
est Clipper of them all. is greatly
interested in a Little League teafn
in Thomaston.—The St. George
Torpedoes are minus a catcher at
tlais point, according to Al Leppanen who was on a scouting trip in
Rockland for one the other night.
The Waldoboro Twi team has had
one meeting and is planning an
other next Thursday, the Little
League is just the shot in the arm
that baseball hereabouts needs.
The game has been slowly dying
for years due to constantly failing
interest among the kids—softball is
reported out for this year after
barely staggering through last sea
son—Alden Watts says "Give me a
shortstop and Warren will breeze
to the flag this year"—Doug Mil
ler still being bothered by that
ankle. He had it operated on 'again
recently.

PLEASANT POINT
Lawrice Young, Charlie Stone and
Mrs. Roy Vose motored to Winter
Harbor Saturday, where they spent
the week-end with Mrs. Vose's hus
band
Mr and Mrs. "Bud” Young of
Belfast were recent callers on Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Carle mo
tored to Portland recently to visit
Mrs. Carle's mother, Mrs. Josephine
Shuman, who is in poor health but
improving at the last report.
Leslie
Young
visited
Clyde
Young in South Portland Tor sev
eral days this week.
Muddy roads and door yards,
along with house cleaning seems to
be the theme song here today, so
looks like Spring is with us. But
where are the frogs’. Not a croak
to be heard yet.

The Maine Regional Conference
a meeting is expected soon—Lanta
(By Bob Mayo)
of the United Jewish Appeal will
Life continues to look rosy for ad ' Presto ' Preston claims she is set
be held on Sunday, April 6, at the herents of Little League baseball. i to play basketball again at Rock
Jewish Community Center in Port- [ Sunday aftertjpon at 2 o'clock in land High alter a year's lay-off,
land. Mote than 200 leaders of: the Community Building tower which takes care of one forward
Jewish communities in Maine will room another meeting will be held spot for next year; the kid has an
participate in the morning and af- ' with representatives of all the ser I eagle eve—speaking of basketball,
ternoon sessions of the conference . vice clubs and some oi the nearby | Rockland fans can get a preview of
MIGHT SETTLE FOR LESS
which will discuss and plan the 1952 towns invited. All who are interest next year's varsity Saturday afterj noon when the Tigers cut loose in a
Senator McCarthy of Wisconsin has sued Senator Benton
U.J.A. campaign concerned with ed
are cordially
invited
to | game length scrimmage at the Com
of Connecticut for $2,000,000, the libel being based on the
critical needs in Israel and over attend.
At
that
time
the munity Building. After that it’s
ouster attempt initiated by the latter. McCarthy says he
seas.
league officials are expected to be baseball with the first session set
will act as his own attorney, so that the two million will
The world wide rescue, relief, re elected as well as committees for
for April 7—the noted Thomaston
be net profit. If he wins.
habilitation
and
reconstruction the following; umpires, managers,
fireball artist, Jimmy Hall says
programs conducted by the United sponsors (to secure others.) finan
i "Rockland is the team to beat for
Jewish Appeal, Joint Distribution ces. league constitution and equip
WILL BRING RESULTS
the K-L flag this year" (I'm inCommittee and the United Service ment.
Thirty-seven leading newspapers and magazines were
i dined to agree with him.)
for new Americans—constituent ag
boosting Maine this week with vacation advertising. The
The location of the field is ex
Bill “Muscles" McLelian reports
encies of the United Jewis Appeal— pected to be discussed also with
$64,000 campaign already shows an increase over last year of
that brother Don was in the States
:
re
made
possible
by
the
nationwide
274.000 inquiries, which is an all-time record. Newspapers
members a! the City Government this week but couldn’t make it
I UJA. campaign.
carry most of the load in Maine's primary market which
and the Junior Chamber of Com ’ home. He is stationed in NewfoundThe 1952 United Jewish Appeal merce the chief principals. The
includes most of the eastern half of the country while maga
OPS
cardboard signs nm
! land with the Air Force—the an
goal has been set at $151,500,000. chamber has taken over the con
zines augment the campaign in that area and also carry
Available
at
The Courier -Gazette
nual K-L league meeting set for
The principal objectives of this struction of the playing service as
the State's message to mere remote areas. Advertising copy
offlee—.'our for 50 cent*. Get them
next Tuesday night with Waido
year's U.J.A. campaign, which is a club project. The city owned area
used by the State this year covers both inland and coastal
in the front office
7#tf
supported in more than 5.000 com near South School appears to be boro High—Chuck Begley has over
GOOD SUPPLY
Maine as well as the many vacation advantages found
20
aspirants
out
there
for
his
diamunities throughout the country, the location most talked about for
MOST SIZES
throughout the State. Maine was the first state to advertise
Notices Of Annointment
, mend crew' with veterans Dick
are to:
its vacation advantages and today 45 other states have fol
the field, although the old Broad ' Brown, Bob Wilshire, Nick Dipatsy
Check With Us First
I. WILLIS R VINAL, Register of
(1)
Strengthen
Israel
’
s
economy
way grounds (where Sockalexis I and Dick Schofield the veterans.
lowed suit.
BICKNELL MFG. CO. I Pre bate for the County of Knox in
: and democratic way of life by cre once played) also has been men
■ the State of Maine, hercoy certify
PHONE ROCKLAND 360
Pitching
will
be
the
chief
headating 100 new agricultural settle- tioned as a possible site.
32-tf | that in the following estates the
i
ache,
as
usual
—
Chuck
favors
split

PACING THE WINDER
pertons were appointed Administrai ments, developing 396 established
The surprisingly large turn-out
The Republican State Convention in Bangor was an
' tors, Exc-utors, Guard ans and
colonies, creating and expanding at Tuesday's meeting, plus the fact
| Conservators and on the date- here
impressive and representative gathering, with views which did
22.0C9 anti-austerity farms, build that about 100 boys signified their
PROBATE NOTICES
inafter named.
not always coincide, but thoroughly imbued with Republi
ing 21,000 housing units and carry interest in the Little League ap
STATl (II MAINE
1 ar.d Curtis M. Payson of Union, or
ADELAIDE E CATLAND. late
can sentiment.
ing out vital irrigation projects.
pears to have set the stage for the
To all persons interested in some other suitable person, be ap of Rockland, deceased. February
(2) Bring 120.000 Jews to Isra establishing of a league. All along either of the estates hereinafter pointed administrators, without 19. 1952 Nathaniel J. Stone of
bond.
el from danger zones in Eastern people have said that the money named:
! Thcmaston was appointed admimsBI PARTISANSHIP AT WORK
At a Probate Court hell at Rock
ESTATE SETH WITHAM, late 1 trator, d.b.n. and qualified by filEurope and Arab lands.
Mr. John Foster Dulles’ services to his country have
was no object so long as sufficient
provided a fine example of bi-partisanship at its best, and
(3) Care for 11,000 handicapped interest was shown and Tuesday land, in and for the County of of Rockland, deceased. Petition for , ing bond on February 28. 1952.
Knox, on the eighteenth day Administration asking that Arthur
his retirement from the role of special consultant to the
LULU B SIMMONS, late of
immigrants in Israel hy expanding night definitely
answered that of March, in the year of our Lord L. Marks of Rockland, or some other Thomaston, deceased. February 28,
State Department is fully in keeping with his previous course
evisting
medical
institutions
and
question in the affirmative. When one thou-and nine hundred and suitable person, te appointed ad 1 1952 Alfred M. Strout of Thomas
The Japanese treaty, of which Mr. Dulles was the principal
facilities.
__ was
__ appointed
______ executor and
architect, was a task which, by its very nature, had to trans
naerly 100 boys can remain as fifty-two, and by adjournment ministrator, with bond
ton
cend all party lines. It had to be something that Republi
i4) Extend relief, medical and quiet and attentive as they were from day to day from the eigh
FSTATE MARY M FREEMAN. 1 qualified by filing both on same
cans as well as Democrats would accept as the law of the
rehabilitation aid to 250,000 dis that night, when they are cer- teenth day of -aid March, The fol late of Rockland, deceased. Peti- ■ date.
land; that the Senate would indorse after it had been nego
lowing matters having been pre tion for Administration asking
WTLLIAM C STONE. late of
tressed Jews in Europe and Moslem tainly anxious to play ball,
tiated by the executive. It also required the assent of many
sented for th'- action thereupon that John H Freeman of Rockland. ' Thoma ton. deceased February 28
areas.
. . . .
countries. To this complex undertaking Mr. Dulles brought
hereinafter indicated it is hereby or some other suitable person, be I 1952 William A Wallace of Thomhis knowledge of world affairs, his diplomatic skill—and his
<5> Resettle in the United States Saturday Shorts—Keith Richards ORDERED:
appointed administrator, with bond. aston wa- appointed administrator
Republicanism. He reconciled the Administration point of
and other democracies 10,000 dis-, reported as the manager for the
That notice thereof be given to
ESTATE CARL NET SON. late of and qualified bv filing bond on
view with those of Senators of both parties just as he recon
placed Jews from Europe.
Camden Twilight league team and all persons interested, bv causing Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for February 28. 1952.
ciled the American point of view with those of Japan and
a copy of thus order to be published Administration asking that Joseph
the other countries which had warred against Japan. All
JAMES OWEN QUINN, late of
three wefk successively in The F. Headlev of Vinalhaven. or some Vinalhwen, deceased. March 15.
of this was comprised under the head of bi-partisanship:
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub other suitable person, be appoint 1952 Ivan D Quinn of Vinalhaven
the resolution of conflicting ideas for the creation of a com
lished at Rockiand. in said Coun ed administrator, without bond.
mon policy on a specific, vital issue of foreign relations
was appointed administrator, withty. that they may appear at a Pro
But bi-partisanship does not require that there should
ESTATE HARL AND C. DAVIS, •out bond
in Your PLUMBING
bate
Court
to
he
held
at
said
Rockbe
complete
agreement
on
every
aspect
of
foreign
affairs,
late
of
Cushing,
deceased.
Petition
\ \ \\
WIL LIA M A ANDERSON, late of
nor should it muzzle those of the opposition who co-operate
land on the fifteenth day of April, for Administration asking that
Get Rid of Rusty Water!
Thomaston, deceased.
February
with
the
Administration.
In
an
election
year,
when
the
A
D.
1SG2
at
ten
o'clock
in
the
fore

Alice
E.
Davis
of
Cushing,
or
some
Don't put up with rusty water any
21, 1952 Ellen E Emery of Rock
whole record of the party in power is to be surveyed by the
noon. and be heard thereon if they other sui'ible person, be appointed land was appointed administratrix
longer! Let us show you how the amaz
voters, the services of Mr. Dulles as a constructive critic are
see cause.
administratrix, without bond.
ing AQUA-CLEAR Feeder clears up the
and qualified by filing bond on
needed by his party and his country. So it is eminently
worst cases in no time—gives you crystalEDWARD
T
HASKELL,
late
of
rETITION FOR CHANGE OF March 15, 1952
right for him to take up that responsibility, and wise of Mr.
clear water from every faucet!
Owl's Head, deceased. Wiil and NAME a.'king that the name of
Truman to recognize the need and to bid him farewell with
LEVI J. KINNEY, late of St.
Makes Plumbing Last Longer
Petition for Probate thereof ask Dorothy Willett of Rockland, be George, deceased. March 18. 1952
thanks, and without casting any little partisan darts. Thc
The /iQUA-CLEAR Feeder makes old
ing that the same may be proved changed to Dorothy DoRose. pre Jennie N. Grierson of South Thom
parting between the two men. in fact, will leave a heartening
or new plumbing last a lifetime, because ■
and allowed and that Letters Tes sented by said Dorothy Willett
impression in the mind of the nation—a realization that
aston was appointed administratrix
it stops the rust that is
tamentary issue to Jennie Haskell
sharp and sincere differences have not prevented a leading
FSTATE GRANVILLE T BROW, and qualified by filing bond on
eating away your pipes, J-U
of Ow’ls Head, she being the execu late of Friendship, deceased. First same date.
Republican and a Democratic President from finding a way
tanks and water heater! No
to work together in the national interest, and. equally im
trix named therein, without bond. and Final Account presented for
more rust stains in sinks
EMILY A WATERMAN. late of
portant, that this co-operation will not hamper a genuine
and bowls or on clothes.
HARRIET P. WHITNEY, late of allowance by Bernard S Brow. South Thomaston, deceased. March
contest in the campaign ahead —Herald Tribune.
Makes Dishwashing
Thomaston, deceased. Will and ne- Administrator
18. 1952 Harry L. Waterman of
and Laundry Easier
ESTATE GEORGE A. McMANUS. South Thomaston was appointed
tition for Probate thereof asking
Soaps make more suds
each day and drawing will be held
that the same may be proved and of Thomaston. Fourth ond Final administrator, without bond.
with an AQUA-CLF.AR
Beagle Trials
allowed and that Letters Testa Account presented for allowance by
at 8.30 each day at Benner’s taxi
MARION W. SHOLES, late of
Feeder. Even in hardest
mentary issue to Bprnice Whitney Alfred M Strout, Conservator.
Vinalhaven, deceased. March 18,
water,clothes come cleaner,
stand.
-zHogan
of
St.
Petersburg.
Florida,
ESTATE EPHRAIM P CCLSON. 1952 Emma W. Ritchie of Boston.
dishes sparkle! No more
To Be Held In Waldoboro The judges are: Jon Kodwyck,
she being the executrix named late of Rockland, deceased. First I \fass was appointed executrix and
rings around tubs. All for
and
Final Account presented for qualified by filing bond on March
April 5 and 6—Supper Seabrook, N. H„ Dave Cole, Bangor,
therein, without bond.
less than a penny or two a
day! See or call us NOW!
GEORGE W LURVEY. late of allowance by Fred P Colson. Ad 19. 1952. Gilbert Harmon of Cam
and Dance
Claude Kenney, Bangor, James
Rockland, deceased Will ar.d Pe ministrator.
den was appointed Agent in Maine.
S. B. Norton & Son ! The Central Maine Beagle Club Sturtevant, Oakland, Robert Marier,
ESTATE RICHARD E DUNN.
tition for Probate thereof asking
HEZEKIAH B FALB3. late of
that the same may be proved and lat« of Cushing, deceased. First Rockland, deoeased
DARK HARBOR, ME.
TEL. 69 ! will meet in Waldoboro Saturday Three Rivers, Mass.
March 25.
allowed and that Letters Testa and Fir-al Account presented for 1952 Marcia Greene of Rockland
The Field Trial secretary is Mrs.
and Sunday April 5 and 6. Saturday
6' WIDE
mentary issue to Nettie Tinker of allowance by Eliza W. Walker, was appointed executrix and quali
A. I. Norton
Rockland, she being the executrix Executrix.
| night supper will be served by the Thelma Benner, Waldoboro. The
fied by filing bond on March 26.
!
ESTATE CHARLES A HARMON, 1952.
named therein, without bend.
CAMDEN, ME.
TEL. 2107 American Legion Auxiliary, and a field trial committee: Fred Me-|
(TRADE MARK,
late
of
Camden.
deceas»d.
Third
CELIA A MITCHELL. late of
39-S-48 (jance wni follow, sponsored by the Naughton, chairman, Wylie Mun
EVA M WTNCAPAW. late of
Port Clyde, deceased. Will and Account presented for allowance Friendship, deceased. March 25,
Waldoboro Lions Club—to be held sey, co-chairman and officers of1
by
Helen
R.
Harmon
and
Alan
L.
Petition for Probate thereof ask
1952 Percy O Wincapaw’ of Friend
Sandran is revolutionary.
at the American Legion Hall for the club.
ing that the same may be proved Bird. Trustees.
ARTESIAN WELLS
ship was appointed executor, with
Its thrilling new beauty . ..
members and guests.
ESTATE
BLANCHE
M.
CAL

Stakes, running order and entry |
and allowed and that Letters Tes
out bond.
locked in tough vinyl plastic...
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
Entries will close at 8.30 a m. fees: 15” All-age bitches, Saturday ;
tamentary issue to Wesley P Mitch DERWOOD. late of Roekland. de
MARGARET G. PRATT, late of
ceased
First
and
Final
Account
gives long wear ... easy cleaning.
ell of Port Clyde, he being the
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
April 5, $5. 13” All-age bitches Sat
St. George, deceased. March 25,
presented
for
allowance
by
Ralph
executor named therein, without
Sandran is quiet and resilient
1952 Harold A Pratt of St. George
laleaboro
TeL Dark Hbr 74-1
urday, April 5, $5. 15" All-age dogs,
A. Calderwood. Executor.
mRasunmfdt
bond.
55-tf
underfoot... it lies flat without
was appointed executor, without
Sunday April 6. $5. 13" All-age dogs
BUY THE TIRES
GEORGE A McMANUS. late of j MAY R. ACHESON. late of Rock bond.
fastening, and its softly gleaming
Sunday April 6. $5
Thomaston, deceased. Wil! and . land, deceased. Will and Petition
ETTA R TEEL, late of Rockland,
plastic surface simply sheds dirt. Grease and grime wipe
for Prebate thereof asking that the
Each class will run on two run
YOU NEED NOW
Petition for Probate thereof ask same may be proved and allowed deceased March 25. 1952 Alfred
away without scrubbing.
ning grounds.
ing that the same may be proved and that Letters Testamentary issue H. Teel of Rcckland was appointed
Prizes: Cup will be awarded to
Sandran gives you the most wear per dollar of any floor
and allowed and that Letters Tes- | to Kennedy Crane cf Rockland, he executor, without bond.
And Pay as Little as
tamentary issue to Alfred M. Strout I being the executor named therein,
outstanding Beagle in the trial.
covering you’ve ever had. Its tough vinyl plastic surface
FRANCES C. BOURNE, late of
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
of Thoma ton. he being the execu- ■ without bond.
Standard A K. C. Ribbons to All
Thomaston, deceased. March 25.
means Sandran’s breathtaking beauty resists wear, dirt
tor named therein, with bond.
Placed and Reserve Hounds.
MANFORD
MAD 1952 Ralph O Bourne of Thomas
and strong soaps—even lye can’t hurt it!
wmaT
ESTATE MARY S. PRIEST, late J ESTATE
DOCKS. late of Owl's Head, de ton was appointed administrator,
ARM DOWN PATMINT
of Rockport deceased. Pe'ition fori ceased. First and Final Account without bond.
Administration asking that Frank- presented for allowance by Riley
CHARLES S. HYSLER of War
lin G. Priest of Rockport, or some ip, strout. Administrator.
ren. March 27, 1952 Hazel Hills of
BITLER CAR A
RUBBER STAMPS
I
other
suitable
per.-on,
be
appointed
WITNESS.
HARRY
E
WILBUR,
HOME SUPPLY
Warren was appointed Conservator
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
Adminis’rator. without bond
470 Main St.
ANY SIZL
, Judge c; Probate Co :rt for Knox and qualified by filing bond on
SS-Sl RANKIN ST.,
Roekland, Me.
same date
ESTATE HAYDEN Z. FULLER, County. Rockland, Maine.
Ob Order at
TeL <77
Attest:
Attest:
late of Apipieton, deceased Petition
TELEPHONE 1154
ROOKLAND

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Following the advent of the name
of Robert H. Blake of Morse's Cor
ner, Thomaston, as a candidate for
a town office there, many people
have launched
inquiries about
' Bob." In order that more of us
may more closely know him, the
writer paid "Bob" a visit to learn
the following.
Blake has been a resident of
Thomaston, with his wife and two
children for about one year result
ing from his occupation as a restauranteur for nearly three years
in Rockland where he owns "Bob’s
Lunch."
Bob was raised in New York
State. His birthplace, Rochester;
his High Schoo] education, Buffa
lo, which he furthered with study
at Sibel Technical College in Chi
cago.
He has lived a number of years
in New Hampshire where he was
employed as assistant superintend
ent of the A&P Stores for tne dis
trict.
Socially, he is quite a fellow as
supported by the following mem
berships: Lions, Odd Fellows, Red
Men, Grange, Masons, former pres
ident of Newport, N. II. Chamber of
Commerce, Member of Concord, N.
H., Shrine Band and former State
Councilor for the New Hampshire
Boy Scouts.
Politically, Bob has acquired some
experience as a member for sev
eral months on the Thomaston bud
get committee; and prior to that he
was a very active member of the
New Hampshire Republican State
Committee.
Robert MacFarland
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A New Floor Covering
with
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you want
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

for -Administration asking
that
Raymond D. Keating of Appleton

WIU IB R. VINAL. Register.
30-S-45

WIU J,A R. VINAL, Rtgtter.
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T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

A $500 Scholarship

TALK OF THE TOWN

Knox Ixidge FAM will meet
Monday Work in the M M De
March 29 At Warren. Finnish- gree. supper at 6 30 All Master
Miss Lois M. Burns, RPT physi
American Dance auspice Warren Masons are invited.
cal therapist at Hyde Memorial
P. T A
March 31—Thomaston Town Meet
Daughters of St. Bernard will Home, has received from the Elks
ing.
meet
Tuesday night at 730 in the National Foundation a $500 schol
March 31-April 3—47th Annual
arship for advanced studies in cere
Farm and Home Week, at the parish hall .
bral paisv at the Children’s Rehab
University of Maine.
April 1—Rebekahs meet at I OOF.
Rockland firemen were called at ilitation Institute, Inc , at Balti
Hall. 7.30 p m
3 a. m Friday to extinguish a more, Md.
*
April 2- b.iiayttte Aux.l. I !"•. Pa rubbish fire at the rear of the
First such grant to a Maine res
triarchs Militant, meet at I. O
Walter Dow residence, 100 Waldo ident, the scholarship was present
O. F Hall 6.30 p. m.
ed on behalf of the Foundation by
April 3—Comity Circle Mfets at Avenue. No damage resulted.
Universalist Church vestry, 6 30
Edward J. McMann, Bath, chair
p. m
A meeting of Widows of World man of the Crippled Children's
April 3- - Theta Rho Girls’ Club In War One will be held next Tues Rehabilitation Committee of the
stallation I.O.O.F. hall.
April 3—Emblem Club meets at Elks day, at the home of Mrs. Jose Maine Elks Association of which
phine Rice. Lindsey street, instead McMann is a past president.
Home at 8 p. m
April 3-4—Lions Club Minstrel Show of April 3 as formerly announced.
Miss Burns’ scholarship will seat Warren.
i cure the most modern techniques
April 4—WC.T.U. Institute in the
Women's Division chairman. Mrs. for the benefit of Maine children
First Bapti-t Church vestry.
James Cousens announces the fol receiving treatment for cerebral
April 4—Methebesec Annual Ban
lowing Ward Workers for the April palsy at Hyde Memorial Home, said
quet at Hotel Rockland.
April 4—G.'rl Scout Association Cancer Crusade: Ward 1. Mrs. Mrs. Marie I. Preston, executive di
Council Special Meeting, Girl Thomas Anderson; Ward 2, Mrs rector of the Pine Tree Society for
Socut Room.
Raymond Cross; Ward 3. Mrs. Don Crippled Children and adults, Inc
April 4—Tyler P.TA. Fair at ald C. Haskell and Mrs Dale Lind
The Hyde Home physical therepist
Tyler School.
sey; Ward 4. Mrs. Harry Wilbur; will study under the Elks scholar
April 8—Odd Fellow; Djstrict 16,
Ward
5,
Mrs.
George
Wood,
Jr.;
ship with Dr. Winthrop Phelps, an
Meeting at Camden, 6.30 p. m.
April 7—Combined meeting of Ward 6. Mrs. Donald Brewer and outstanding leader in the field of
Rockland Junior Women's Club Mrs. William Swanson; Ward 7, children's health.
and Damariscotta - Newcastle Mrs Edward Noyes and Mrs. Wal
Miss Burns has been for four
Women’s Club at Damariscotta ter Spaulding.
years on the specialists’ staff at
Club Rooms.
I Hyde Home, rehabilitation center
April 13—Easter Sunday
April 18—Evelyn's All-girl Revue at
maintained by the Pine Tree Soci
Municipal
Court
Legion Home.
ety. A graduate of Rockport high
April 18—Lions' Charity Bazaar in
Gilbert Fogg and Ralph Knight, school, she received her BS in phy
Camden.
Jr , both of Warren were found sical education from Sargent Col
April 19—Patriots’ Day
April 30—Film Council meets at guilty of larceny by Recorder Al lege and holds a certificate in phy
fred Strout in Municipal Court sical therapy from Harvard Medi
Farnsworth Museum
May 1—Big Band Jamboree at Thursday morning.
They were cal School. Miss Burns formerly
Community Building.
each sentenced to serve 30 days in taught physical education at TouMay 9—The annual Rubinstein
Concert at the Congregational jail, but the sentences were sus galoo. Miss, and was on the staff
pended on payment of the costs of of the Jackson, Miss., polio clinic.
Church.
w
May 11 Mother’s Day
$10 and they were placed; on pro
May 17 —Eastern Maine Music bation for one year.
Gen, Knox Painting
Festival at University of Maine.
The charges grew out of the theft
May 23—Annual Girl Scout Awards.
of eight gallons of gas on March 24
Community Building.
May 29—Musical Minstrels at Le from Lewis Robinson, also of War Is Presented To the Maine
gion Home.
State Chapter Ot the
ren. State Trooper Harold Mitchell
June 13-15—Annual Encampment was the complainant.
D. A. R.
of V.F.W. in Rockland.
June 14—Flag Day
Mrs. Howard Proctor, State
June 15—Father’s Day
The Black Cat
' chairman of the Good Citizenship
June 22—State of Maine Day at
Committee. Mrs. Raymond Watts,
Bv tbe Roving Reporter
Braves Field, Boston.
July 3. 4. and 5—Thomaston's "In
Regent of Lady Knox Chapter, and
'Niggie'
’
,
pet
cat
of
Charles
M
dependence Day" celebration.
Lawry of Thomaston, gave birth to Mrs Herbert Bunker, Jr., were in
July 4—Independence Day
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine lobster & Sea four kittens. All are joined together. Portland Tuesday and Wednesday
to attend the 54th Conference of
foods Festival
At lasl reports all are living.
Aug. 18-23—Union Fair.
the Maine State Chapter, DAR.
—0—
The theme of the Conference was
Eddie Williamson proudly waved
Word has been received that a hundred-dollar check yesterday, National Defense. The major ad
Richard T. Senter. son of Mr. and but no bank would cash it. The dresses were delivered by Col. James
Mrs Wilbur Senter, Broadway, is check was a bit of unique advertis E. Tarrant, who spoke on "National
on the Deans list at the College ing for the Lone Star State of Tex
Defense,” from a military point of
of Fine Arts at Syracuse, New York. as, forwarded to him by his son.
view and Professor Gwilym Rob
—o—
erts. Teachers’ College. Farmington,
Charles M. Lawry suffered a leg
"Too sumptuous to leave,” is the
whose topic was "National Civil
injury Thursday afternoon while wav a Christian Science Monitor
Defense.”
working on a delivery truck.
describes the White House on which
By the will of the late Lucy P
the generous sum of $6,009,000 has
Frame O. Avantaggio, Jr., of Wal been spent. Probably that’s the way Deering of Saco, the Maine Society
doboro, and James B. Cousens of Harry Truman regards it, but you was the beneficiary of a very valu
Rockland arc home on vacation never can tell. The historic man able painting of Gen. Henry Knox.
from Kents Hill school. Avantaggio, sion may swap tenants the com This painting was brought to thc
Convention and formally presented
son of Mr and Mrs Frank O Av ing Winter.
to the Maine Daughters by Mrs
antaggio, is treasurer of the Sen
BORN
Eliot B MacLean, Regent of Re
ior class and was awarded Varsity
Brooks—At Miles Memorial Hos becca Emery Chapter, Saco. This
letters in both basketball and hoc
key at the annual Winter Sports pital, Damariscotta, March 26, to
Mr. and Mrs Chester Brooks. Jr.,
Banquet held at the school March of Camden, a daughter—Cathleen
IN MEMORIAM
20. Cousens, son oi Mr. and Mrs. Claire.
In loving memory of Jennie Scott
Giles, who pa-sed away March 30.
James S. Cousens of 170 Maverick
1950.
DIED
street, Rockland, is a freshman and
Husband and daughter.’
39’lt
Caldwell—In New Jersey, March
was a member of the basketball
24.
Ava
Caldwell,
sister
of
Anson
squad.
CARD OE THANKS
Pryor of Thomaston.
We wish to thank all those who
Swears—At Veterans’ Hospital. sent
flowers in our time of sorrow.
GAME PARTY
Togus. March 25, Leonard M Swears Al- o we wish to thank thc American
of
Vinalhaven.
EVERY FRIDAY
the Auxiliary and Joseph
Moody—At Lincolnville, March Legion,
Headley for their services, and all
At 7.30 P. M.
26. Mrs. Dora Moody, age 91 years. those who furnished their cars.
TOWER ROOM
Funeral services Saturday, 2 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Parsons,
COMMUNITY BUILDING
from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral home. Mr and Mrs. H Clifford Parsons.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Diamond — At Rockland, March Mr. and Mrs Paul Start. Mrs. Ellen
16-T&Th-tf 28, Marie Kathie Diamond, wife of
Beverage, Sgt Victor E Parsons
James Diamond, age 74 years. Fu Mbs Betty Parsons.
39’lt
neral Mond 3v 2 o'clock from Da'.i Funeral Home. 558 Main street,.
AN APPRECIATION
Interment in Village Cemetery,
My sincere thanks to all wtio
Thomaston.
called to see me while a patient at
POSTPONED CONCERT —The Knox Hospital: to those who re
membered me with gifts, cards and
Knox County Community Concert letters; to the Universalist Church
4*4 Mim Stmt
with Denis Harbour, artist, which for the beautiful plant; to Mr. and
Rockland. Mo.
was scheduled for March 17, has Mrs. Harold Flanders and June.
Georges River Lodge, K. of P, Ger
been changed to Sunday at 3.15. mania Lodge. I.OOF. and King
Prescriptions
March 30. at the Camden Opera Solomon's Lodge, F.A.M.. for the
Carefully Compounded
House.
38-39 ba'kets of delicious fruit. Special
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
thanks to the entire staff of Knox
1-tf
Hospital.
LaForest I. Mank. ,
39-It
r

Prestige

grap’pjzreffr

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

is the reputation won by
satisfactory service to

many families over a
long period.

DhvisFuneralHomes
rt *N0i SI
m I9Z-4
TMOHAiTaw.

$sa MK'MSI
PASCAL Mi
TAU •io,, , itL-aawr.
AOCKtAND ' ROtKfOAl

Alcokiolics
Anonymous.
Men’s
Oroups. Women's Groups. Box 711
Rockland.
S-tf
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During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

FROM MEMORY 5 REALM
Telling Again the Story Of the Smiths Of
Warrenton, Who Became Maine's

Richest Family
(By Frank A Winslow)
'Second Installment)
In the early '8/s the development
was begun of Warrenton Park, the
home estate of the Smith Brothers
being some 500 acres and pictur
esquely situated on the shores of
Penobscot Bay within the limits of
the town of Rockport and near the
Rockland line.
This estate was built by David
and later on the other brothers
purchased all that now forms one
of the noted estates on the Maine
Coast, having miles of driveways,
roUing fields, trim-cut lawns and
beautiful landscapes which had
been shared in for many years by
the four brothers who were associated together in such a remarkable degree and who in the coneluding years of their strenuous
Members of the Warren Lions Club rehearse for their forthcoming minstrel
tivi*
created such a ar
ai d

County together for discussion. Re
sult—Omaha and Douglas County
issued $250,000 of 10 percent bonds
to pay the owners of the ground
and the deeds were given to the
Union Pacific Railroad Company.
Later it began to be rumored
that the Union Pacific bridge across
the Missouri River to connect
might not be built at Omaha, but
five or six miles farther down the
river. These rumors caused Omaha
to be watchful, though not believ
ing that the Union Pacific would
| be a party to any such suggestions,
As time went on a notice ap| peared in the papers of a director's
meeting to be held at their office
in New York on a certain date
among other things to take action
on the location of their bridge
• •Hear Those Lions Roar?’
across the Missouri River A few
show under the direction of Howard Crockett, far left. Left to right are end men Alfred Wyllie. Rill
of Omaha's leading citizens met to
Podkowa, Henry Laukka. Bart Pellicani. William Davies and fred Perkins, the interlocutor. Mrs. Pauline
tluaole estate
Pellicani is the pianist.
The name of Smith is also in- decide what action if any. should
be taken to protect their interest,
The Warren Lions Club will pre master of repartee; and for end- den Bobov Coakley and Sandra terwoven in the country's early
Spankle of Rockland.
rallroad hlsU,r7' 35 told ln the l0‘- as rumors were multiplying that
sent their first production on men> the following have been se
Paul Dillawey, publicity director lowin« memorandum, written by other locations were being discussed.
lected, William
Davies, Henry
Thursday and Friday evenings, Laukka, Alden Johnston, Alfred of the show for which he is also 'bc_Ia"'e
It was decided at this meeting to
F Smith wh..t
send a committee of a dozen or
April 3 and 4 at Town Hall, War Wyllie, BiU Podkowa and Bart business manager, has made these
P 0
0 a am ’ s lncl
more leading Omaha men to New
appointments Harold Drewett and
„„„K
ren. Director of the show is How- Pellicani
The much discussed problem of York in advance of the directors'
A mixed chorus of 25 will liven Earl Smith, tickets; Charles Kigel
ard Crockett of Warren, well known
and Leland' Overlook, stage and buildin« a ral!road across the meeting to interview the directors
throughout the county for his abil- UP tlle sllow and a number of spe
United States to the Pacific Ocean individually and ascertain the facts
cialties will spice the program properties; George E. Gray, seating
ct..
ity along those lines, as well as for
about any change of location which
Minstrel accompanist is Mrs. B J. arrangement; Chester Brooks and
__
gether took form when the pro- l would take the bridge away from
being an excellent musician.
Vernal WaUace, programs.
Pellicani
Much talent is found in the Lion’s
Curtain is at‘ s"o'clock, both gress of the 01711 War prompted Omaha.
For specialties Howard announces
Congress to pass the necessary en-} Among the delegates selected were
Club membership, and Howard has the foUowing, Mrs. Lillian Sim- nights.
Proceeds is for the central heating abUn« act in 1862' makm« large Augustu£ K°™tze, Dr. Enos Low,
selected the best. For interlocutor mons, Roger Teague and Roland
Proci
land grants and loaning Govern- Dr. MiUer of the Herald, James E.
is cast Fred L. Perkins, Jr., a real Berry of Warren, Yorkie of Cam- of Glover Hall.
ment credits to assist the company Boyd and John McCormick. Arto be formed to undertake the ! riving in Now York they went to
ela, membership, Mrs. Jasper Har- club
great work of construction
the office of the Union Pacific in
The Lady Lions
Final arrangements were made
dy. Mrs L. E Coffin. Mrs. Allen
The Union Pacific Railroad Com-’’ the neighborhood of WaU street
Gordon; historian, Mrs. L. E. Cof- for the card party sponsored by the pany was organized to build the and soon learned that a location
Queen Lioness Akers Ap fin and Mrs. Raymond Fogarty; group to benefit the American Rod ea5U,rn half oi westerly and the awav from Omaha had been postprogram Mrs. Arthur Jordan. Plans Cross Drive, to be held March 25 CentraI Paclfic
build the western posed. They asked the directors for
points Her Committees
are underway to adopt by-laws for , at the American Legion Home.
i half coming easterly. The main a hearing before taking action, and
—Gifts Made
the group. The committee named j The April 14 meeting will be held trunk ,lne
through Omaha, Ne- this was promised.
The Lady Lions met Monday at to worx out these by-laws: Mrs
at the home of Mrs. Keith Gold- bra5ka was started on the West
On the appointed day the Omaha
the home of Mrs. Austin Neison Gerald Grant. Mrs Toivo Suomela. smith oh Broadway at 8 p. m. As- bank Qf thg Mlssouri River at
delegates were promptly assembled
Mrs.
Raymond
Fogarty
and
Mrs
sisting
hostesses
wUl
be
Mrs.
Jasaha
in
lg64
when
a
{fiw
shovelfuJs
with 24 members in attendance.
in the ante-room at the Union Pa
! per Akers. Mrs. Nathan Berliawcky. Q{ earth W(
Queen Lioness Katherine Akers Neil Novicka.
vere dug up in the pre cific office waiting for the board
i presided over the business meeting
In conjunction with the produc- I Mrs, Edward Gordon an
s. j sence of omaha cny officials and of directors to call them up and
and named her yearly committees: tion of the Lions Minstrel Show, Gerald Grant.
many citizens, some speeches being hear what Omaha had to say. Fran
Sick committee Mrs. Toiva Suom- 1 tentatively set for May 5 and 6,
Queen Lioness Kadierine genei- made SUi»e(j tp
important an oc- cis Smith, then living in New York
------- ~ '
...................... members were appointed to work ousl>' presented the club with a
casion. Thus the great Union Pa- was selected spokesman for Omaportrait of Gen. Knox is now on with the Lions on various commit- ; mounted brass bell to be used at cific Railroad had its start.
j ha. The directors’ meeting was to
exhibition at the Farnsworth Mu- ' -ces. Tickets. Mrs Gerald Grant: meetings
As construction progressed across ! be held at 2 o'clock.
,,
______ ,, ____
„_____
Followin'! the
business meeting tbe
mliea of Open prairie counThey waited expecting momeni publicity,
Mrs. ___
Raymond
Fogarty
The State Good Citizen. Miss , and Mrs. RusseU Abbott; supplies refreshments were served by the try m05tjy unsettled to the Rockv tarily to be called to the director's
Carol Keene attended the Confer- and props, Mrs. Christi Dimitri. hostess and her committee, Mrs Mountains, the time arrived when room: they waited on, but no call
ence. At the banquet Tuesday Mrs. Austin Nelson and Mrs. Toivo Phillip Campbell. M.s Fred Har- the directors of the road decided came and the delegation became
night she wa presented with a $100 Suomela. The steering committee den> Jr Mrs' JasP(’: Hardy and t0 proceed witb tjje construction of restiess surmising that some hitch
bond by the State chairman. Mrs. for refreshments at the various Mrs. Wilbur Senter. After enjoying term2nal facilities a passenger sta- in the director's room was causing
minstrel show rehearsals comprises the luscious refreshments the group Uon and other necessary buildings delay.
Howard Proctor. Miss Keene is a
retired to the game room for at Omaha, their terminal. They
Finally after about two hours of
Senior at Old Orchard High School. Mrs. L. E. Coffin, Mrs. Fred Har
«aaie: Prizes were won by Mrs. would need a large account of suspense one of the directors came
She plans to attend Natson Col den, Jr., and Mrs. Neil Novicka. Akers,
Mr® Berliawsky, Mrs. Cof- ground for that purpose and they
lege this Fa!!, where she will ma This committee will appoint mem fin. Mrs. coffield. Mrs Fogarty. had their engineers survey what out and announced to the Omaha
bers of the group to assist at the
delegation that they need not wait
jor in Home Economics, She was
Mrs Gordon, Mrs. Grant and Mrs was wanted mostly vacant city bids. longer; that the directors had held
rehearsals.
sponsored by the Rebecca Emery
Then the directors came to Oma their meeting and passed resolutions
It was voted to make the semi Koster.
Chapter of Saco.
ha citizens with this proposition locating the bridge at Child's Point
annual payment of $25 to fhe RockDelightful musical and vocal se- ,and Da,'rl(,t Nurslng
SOUTH HOPE
"Give us the ground we have sur- about six miles below Omaha.
lections were furnished throughout R wag al£0 VQted
give the check
Mrs. Chloe Mills is ill with thc veyed and need in consideration of
The Omaha delegation was inthe Conference by students from for tbe entjre proceeds of $68.11. grippe.
one dollar and other good an'd val- stantly on its feet charging that
Deering High School
Mlss Jacqueline Reynolds is con- uable considerations ar.d we
will | the directors had treated them unearned at the snack, bar and baked
A new slale ol °®cers was elected f00y ^le held in conjunction with fined to the house with an infected proceed with the construction of a fairly. Francis Smith was vehement
Wednesday. The new State Regent the Lions auction March 19. to the eve.
passenger station and other build- in the denunciation of the act.
is Mrs. Ashmead White of Bangor P,ne Tree Society for Crippled
Ernest Harris and Donald Pushaw ings."
Just at that moment Sidney Dillon
This was sustaining the proposi chairman of the Board of Directors.
She plans'to visit Lady Knox Chap- Children. All members were in are employed at the Payson Crate
tion, which, coming direct from its a large forceful man with iron-gray
ter at the luncheon meeting in agreement in the subject of pur- factoryMrs. Margaret Bowley, Mr. and officials of the road brought the hair and side-win&ers came out of
chasing a 48 cup coffee urn for the
May.
'Continued on Page Six)
Mrs. Ralph Robbins, Mrs Hazel people of Omaha and Douglas
Hart and Thomas Winston attend
0/vutJvuxiviriAAri/iruvinxuuvxnjvvxAJxnjvuvinAn.ruxri/vuvuvx/uip
a
£
ed the double funeral service for
Fred Kimball and Charles Baird
at Camden Friday.
KNOX BUSINESS COLLEGE
Mrs, Lois Hart was called to Port406
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
' land Friday, by the illness of her
mother, Mrs. Roy Jacobs
Enroll Now for Summer and Fall Sessions
ALL SYSTEMS OF SHORTHAND TAUGHT
CALOWLU
NATIONWIDE SYSTEMS OF BOOKKEEPING
NOTICE
ANO ACCOl’N'TIXG
A
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT—NO OBLIGATION
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
■I-We have more calls for our graduates than we can fill.

4

Post No. 1, American Legion

TEL. 616 or 45-M

ARTICLE SIX

IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of Alphonso
S. Prince, who passed away March
30, 1947.
March brings sad memories.
Of a loved one gone to rest,
But will always be remembered,
By the one who loved him best.
Lovingly remembered by his wife,
39*lt
Blanche S. Prince.

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS
BURPEE
Funeral Home

Warren Lions to Stage Minstrel Next Week

Received By Lois Burns, a
Rockport High School
Graduate

Coming Events

,
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I om€ and see this
beautiful monument
It’s the one featured in The Saturday Evening Post
and also in Good Housekeeping, Farm Journal,
National Geographic, Country Gentleman and

Extension.
You’ll find this and a wide variety of other
Rock of Ages monuments
and markers at our display.
All are plainly priced and
backed by a signed and
bonded guarantee. There’s
no obligation in consulting
with us about your selection.

Sec. 3, At the first regular meet
ing held in the month of April each
vear. the Post Commander shall
appoint a nominating committee
(the first-named being chairman
thereof), which committee shall re
port its slate of nominations tone
for earh office) for all offices at
the last regular meeting held tn
the month of April. Nominations
mav also be made at the Annual
MeetingSec. 4- The Annual Meeting for
the election of officers shall be held
on the first Thursday of May, notice
thereof in writing shall be mailed
to all members at least two weeks
prior to such meeting.

MONEY for HOMES
To Buy - Build - Remodel
Rockland Loan & Building Assn.
18 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
33-S-tf

NOTICE
Bids will be received by the
Purchasing Agent up to 2 P. M„
April 4, 1952, for one Conant
Gravel Loader. Same may be
seen at Schofield-White Park.
The writer reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.
F. D. FARNSWORTH,
Purrhasing Agent.

Precious Heirlooms

Can be Used-Now
Give your living

mellow touch

room * lovely

with

now in the attic.

that antique

Just send it to

me for expert refurbishing at mini

PHONE THOMASTON 175

mum cost.

TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston

Ambulance Service
i-tf

Manufacturing Plant, East Union
18-S-tf

CHESTER E. BROOKS

WARREN, TEL. 98

CAMDEN, TEL. 215,

CLAYT BITLER
Wants To See YOU about

KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

GOODYEAR

^uxruT/trvuirLrLTLnrLrLnjuTJTrviJTJT-nrLrLjajajaAjaruviJTrTrLrltijanrjwanrLfb

TIRES

H. JOHN NEWMAN

48 MASONIC STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1106-M
M-av

t

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

TENANT’S HARBOR

WARREN

Silver Wedding

beth and Marilyn, Mrs. Walter
Hupper, Mrs Helen Spear. Mrs.
Zena Anderson. Mrs. Jean Hupper,
Arthur Luthor, Mrs. Elizabeth
Prior, Mr and Mrs Vernon Stan; jey Misses Theo. Sally and Karen
Hupper, and Jerry and Neal Hup
per.

VINALHAVEN

KNIGHTS OF THE SQUARE TABLE

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hupper
MRS. ALLIE LANE
By Rollin H. Tanner
Correspondent
celebrated their Silver Wedding
Correspondent
Telephone 4fl
Anniversary Tuesday March 25 by
MERITS HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
i a surprise party given by their
'
———eee
The Knights of the Square Table tricks, which with Merlin's four
Advertisements jn this column noi to exceed three lines Inserted
' children.
Mrs.
J
F
Headley
is
visiting
rel,
looked
up to Merlin as a kind of made seven, and led him to suspect
A
daughter,
Cathleen
Claire,
was
•nee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
the possibility of a grand slam.
Many
beautiful
and
useful
pre

atives at East Orange, N. J., for 1 wizard of Contact Bridge. They
born March 26 at the Miles Memor
Church News
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
East had splendid club support and
words to a line.
ial Hospital, Damariscotta to Mr. sents were received by the honorseveral
weeks.
were assembling in their hall and raised to four clubs. Merlin now
From Fountain to Cistern," will
Speclal Notice! All “blind ads” so called. I. e. adxertlscments which
and Mrs Chester Brooks, Jr., ol ed guests.
Mrs. Robert Kelwick went Thurs- wondering what new victory he
be the sermon topic at the Tenants
bid four diamonds, showing an
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand Camden Mr> Brooks is the former | Refreshments were served and
Harbor Baptist Church. Sunday darv ‘° Plainfield, N. J , where she might win today. He did not dis other suit. His partner's Black
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
will have employment.
Delores LeFrancois of Rutland, Vt the Anniversary Cake was cut by morning at 10.30.
appoint them. His best play came wood four notrump bid brought a
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Cogan have the couple,
A. E. Libby attended the Repub- I
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
on the hand shown herewith.
The
Church
Bible
School
will
response of five hearts, showing
Those who attended were: Mr.
lican meeting at Bangor Friday.
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book returned home Irom a motor trip
At Sir Galahad's table diamonds two aces. King Arthur in the
meet at 11 40 under the leadership
ol a week during which they were ancl ^trs Ernest Maloney. Mr. and ,
,, .
Mrs Rut^ Haskell was hostess to
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
guests of Mr. and Mrs Raymond Mrs. Howard Monaghan, Mr. and °
contea^ is the "Night Cappers * Wednesday , were not mentioned in the bidding, north seat bid six diamonds, show
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
Payson in Rockville, Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Simmons, Mr. and
e
Wlt‘ le
ort
“■ e night at her home on Pleasant as they should have been in the ing that he was planning on a
second round to show slam aspira diamond slam when he bid four
Church School.
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
Mrs. Alec Johnson of Gloucester. Mrs. Clarence Hupper. Mr. and Mrs
street Her sister Miss Oreta Skoog
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.
The Young People's meeting at wsa special guest Lunch was served tions. A slam was bid, but in the notrumps, and Merlin took a
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colby Hupper and daughters, Elizawrong suit, and it was only a little chance on the grand slam in dia
6 o'clock with Pastor Oile as leader.
and the evening passed with cards.
Mills of Portland. They also were
slam. Sir Pelleas, in the west seat, monds.
' in New York City and in Jersey I BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE IN _ The evening service at 7 p. m. Honors were won by Miss Skoog
TO LET
FOR SALE
not wishing to lead hearts, north's
SURANCE COMPANY
The pastor will bring the fourth and Mrg MBrJorle Orlffln
In the play Merlin saw that it
City, N. J.. Mrs Eva Cogan kept '
Pittsfield, Mass.
strong suit, nor clubs from his would be necessary for him to un
message in the series. "The Com
THREE-Room unfurnished Apt. house for her son and daughterAS-BA^S White Accordion with
T.
J.
Voto
of
Augusta
and
Toivo
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
for sale. TEL. 291-W.. 38 40 to let. private flush, $25 a month.
pany Around the Cross." the sub Suomela of Rockland were guests minor tenace, opened with the dia block his spades and ruff two club
$2528.108.71 ject being, "The Two Thieves."
39*41 in-law. while they were away. Nor Bonds,
mond six, which his partner, Sir leads. These two ruffs would re
ONE Atlantic End Heater, for TEL. 27S-M.
Wednesday and Thursday at The
420 44820
man Cogan will resume his work Stocks,
sale, burns wood, practically new.
Bedivere ruffed. Sir Bedivere duce dummy’s trumps to one less
UPSTAIRS, four-room Apt to let as guard at the State Prison Sun Real Estate Owned,
54.000 00
Millers.
One-burner Florence Oil Heater. at 23 FRANKLIN ST., with flush
led back a trump, as he did not than Merlin's and make it possible
A committee is a thing which
Cash and Bank Deposits, 230.339 50
W.
C.
Doane
of
Portland
was
day
after
a
vacation
of
two
weeks.
Will sell reasonable. ALFRED and screen porch.
39*41
Agents' Balances or Uncoltakes a week to do what one good overnight gu’es? V7ectaesday“It The wiih 10 lead up t0 dummy's vold to discard the ace and king of
JACKSON. West Waldoboro 39-41
331.232 33 man can do in an hour.
SIX-Room House with bath, to
1,01 I un'h Program
j lected Premiums,
nor from his minor tenace. Sir spades on Merlin's last trump and
Millers.
;HOUSEHOLD Furnishings for let. tei. 519-J
19.602.73
39*41
Volunteers for the school hot Other Assets,
Galahad had no difficultly in ta his club ace. This club ace must
sale.
EARL SIMMONS. West
Willing Workers Met
king the rest of the tricks. He took not be used for any other purpose.
TWO-Furmshed Rooms and ftash Ilullch pr°Sra™ next *cek are an*
Total Assets.
$3,583,731 47 AMERICAN C ENTRAL INS. CO.,
Meadow Rd., city.
39*41
"The Willing Workers," Ladies
Saint Louis, Missouri
to
let;
34
Fulton
St.
TEL.
1379-R.
nounced
as
follows,
March
31,
Miss
LIABLUTIES.
SURPLUS
AND
the spade ace and king, re-entered Following out this line of play,
MERCURY Four. Busir.es.' Coupe.
ASSETS
DEC
31
Society
of
the
Reorganized
Church
.
1961
39'41 Augusta Healey; April 1, Mrs. Jo- •
OTHER FUNDS
his hand by ruffing a heart, and Modred's lead of the heart six was
1941. for sale: RAH.. Dir. lights:
Bonds,
$7,577 569 62
e Latter Day Saints met Wed$200,700 00 Stocks.
30 Knox St.. Thoma-ton. TEL 44
, exhausted trumps by leading the taken with the ace, a low trump
FURNISHED 3-room and bath seph Heathcote April 2, Mrs. Fred Reserve for Losses.
3900900 00
ly at the Church for an all
39*41 Apt. to let; hot and cold water, Perkins, Jr.; April 3, Miss Doris , Reserve for Loss AdjustCash and Bank Deposit;
queen and jack of spades He then was led to the king, the club trey
ment Expenses.
12,042 00 Agents’ Balances or Ur.,1- 1,393.183 09 day session, with a good attend
A BABY Grand Piano for sale, lights, electric refrig.. partial heat; Hyler; and April 4. Mrs. George
ran diamonds. He discarded his was ruffed with the queen, another
Reserve
for
Unearned
Pre

39*41 Martin. Substitute one day this
collected Premiums,
1.121574 33 ance. A delicious dinner was en- two losing clubs on the fifth diagood condition. $75 MRS. F. A. 48 South St TEL 824-M
miums.
2,252,948.88
low trump was led to the ace, the
39-lt
Other Assets,
6842303
68.423.09 joyed at noon The afternoon was
SNOW. 24 Fulton St
FURNISHED four-room Apt bath, week was Mrs. Alfred Wyllie.
! mond and the heart ace. He made club eight was trumped high, and
Reserve for Taxes.
71,714 05
devoted
to
handiwork
and
two
USED Tractors and equpiment to let. Private entrance, excellent
All Other Liabilities,
22,718.41
his little slam, and felt that he dummy's last diamond was led to
Church Notes
Total Assets,
$14,061,650.19
for sale: Milkers. Coolers. Water location. TEL. 855-J.
38*40
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
| had made a good showing.
Rev.
J
Homer
Nelson
of
the
the nine. Now the lead of the eight
Pumps. Spreaders, Plows. Complete
Honoring
the
birthday
of
Mrs
Total Liabilities,
$2,560,123.34
OTHER FUNDS
At the other table Merlin played of diamonds drew the last adverse
APT. to let, down stairs, 5 rooms, Congregational Church has made Special Surplus Funds,
Farm Equipment W S PILLS
$23.60813 Reserve for Losses,
Richard
Young
a
lar„e
and
beauti

$1,100.037 00
the hand und made a contact of trump and allowed the spade king
BURY & SON. Waterille, Me. Tel. pantry, two clothes closets, flush, plans for a special Maundy Thurs- I Unassigned Funds
fully decorated birthday cake was
Reserve for Loss Adjust613
39-S-42 large shed, water included at 69-C day service the evening of April 10, I (Surplus),
seven diamonds! The bidding was to be discarded. The spade ace
1 000,000 00
ment Expenses,
51.378.00
Washington St. phone 2052 or call
quite different from that at Sir was discarded on the club ace, and
Reserve for Unearned
at 142 WASHINGTON ST , Camden, starting at 7.30. Communion and
shower of cards and several nice
Premiums,
Galahad's table
The opponents now, with trumps exhausted and
6,806 068.20 gifts.
38-39 reception of members will be held **urijms asRegards
FOR SALE
$1,023,608 13 Reserve for Taxes,
1 Policyholders,
378800 00
came in on the first round with the spades unblocked, the five good
Milk Cooler, 8 can; also 1938 Farm
ROOM to let in Bicknell Block, that evening. This will follow the
Celebrates
Birthday
All Other Liabilities,
77,026 26
Truck; Cans. Bottles, Cases; 1942 501 Main St., Apt. 1. Kitchen privi regular public supper to be served
a non-vulnerable two club overcall spades were cashed, and Merlin
$3,583,731.47
Total,
Albert Osgood. Jr., celebrated his |
Mercury 2 Dr. Sedan. Small Mis lege if desired. Call at 491 or 501 that night by the Congregational
grand slam in diaTotal
Liabilities.
$8
412.809
46 10th birthday Tuesday night by en I This in turn was overcalled by a dad made
cellaneous Items,
MAIN ST.
38*40 Ladies Circle.
jump shift bid of three hearts. This , monds The knighu all congratu$82.000 00
RAYMOND KEED. Tel. 1333-M
FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE IN Special Surplus Funds,
tertaining
a
group
of
friends
at
the
Caoital Paid Up,
1,000.000.00
■ showed a count of three honor i [ated Mecjin on his fine unblock
"The Cross—A Tragedy or a Tri39&41
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apart
SURANCE COMPANY,
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
________
Unassigned Funds
ment to let, hot and cold water, ' umph?” will be the sermon topic
Fitchburg. Mass.
ing play.
4.566,840 73 Albert Osgood, Sr. A jolly evening I
(Surplus),
heated,
thermo'tatic
control,
Sunday
morning
at
the
CongregaASSETS,
DEC
31,
1951
TWO-Burner Florence 0:1 Heater
was passed with games. Prizes \fi/. |-| S. Sped ki CIO
How Sir Galahad beat the great
Bonds.
$524.529 45
for sale, almn-t new. Heats three flush, electric kitchen range, elec ‘ tional Church.
Merlin will be explained next week.
Surplus as Regards
tto Shields
Chlnblp in I
*
I
were won by Laurette
tric
refrigerator,
$11
per
week,
over
Stocks.
$17,150.00
or four rooms easily. TEL. Cam
Rev. J. Homer Nelson, pastor of
Policyholders,
$5 648940 73
„ „
.
,
, Real Estate Owned
70,000 00
The Hand
den 82S7 between Saturday noon Carr’s Store, 4 Rankin St. TEL. 25
the :Se>be^ttS^e,S: ^ilbrick Contest Finals At
the Congregat.ona! Church requests Cash & Bank 0^^, 57800059
39tf
and Sunday noon.
38*40
North-South Vulnerable
1’lQt npr.ifc
V,
,.U;I
. .
_ .
_____________
114.061,650
19
Total,
1
that parents planning to have chil- Agents' Balances,
89 04190 EDWARD W EERRY Ar CO . Agent t.e by Kenneth Conway. The bal
Waldoboro High Due To
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt, dren baptized Easter Sunday morn- Other Assets,
South Dealer
Front Opening MILK COOLERS
12,323.57 10 School St.,
Rockland. Me. loon blowing contest resulted in a
Be Held Tuesday
for sale: John Deere Tractors & to let; private bath; heated, hot ing at that church get in touch
North
39-S-45 tie, Michael Bunker, Laurette
equipment. Massey - Harris Pony and cold water included; also twoS—A K
$1591,245.91
Total Assets,
before that morning,
The
finals
of
the
first
annua!
Tractors A* equipment, DeLaval room furnished Apt., lights, heat- B'lth
SURPLUS ETC
H—A 8 5 4 3 2
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY Shields. A surprise pie held favors i Edward E. Philbrook Prize SpeakRev. Bruce P. Cummings will, _LIABILITIES,
, ,
Milkers, Fairbanks-Morse Water ed, hot and cold water included;
20-22 Trinity St., Hartford, Conn. of miniature harmonicas for each
D
-Q J 10 7 3
Pumps. W. S. PILLSBURY & SON. bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO, 14 have for sermon topics Sunday at , Reserve for
Adjust„
.ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
guest. Refreshments of ice cream ing contest will be held on Tuesday
38tf the Baptist Church, the following
Waterville, Maine. Tel. 613.
' Elm St
C-------the
Waldoboro
High
$4,994,618.77
ment
Expenses,
Bonds,
39-S-42
East
West
SIX-Room. first floor Apt. with at 10 a. m., ‘‘The Cross As Seen By Reserve for Unearned Pre
2,*97,037 50 day cake made by Albert's mother, ' 80,1001 SO’"1 startin$ at 8 o’clock.
Stocks,
1940 DODGE 1-ton Pi k-up for bath, to let. 12 DUNN ST.. Thomas- You" and at 7 p. m. “The Way to
S
—
7
6 5 4 3
S
-------254277.33
miums,
Real Estate Owned,
sale. Motor in excellent condition. ton. Available May 1.
were served adding to the joy of the ' AU the high school students are H—Q 10 7 6
H—K J 9
Reserve for Taxes,
22.625.83 Mortgage Loans on
31 * 39
Tomb.'
eligible
to
compete
this
year.
The
MR. SAVAGE. 49'; Willow St.. Ye
17.802.72 occasion. Albert received many nice
Other Liabilities,
Real Estate,
11542.82
D— - D—6 5 4 2
THREE-Room unfurnished Apt.
Old New England Kitchen. Tel.
Cash and Bank Deposits, 670,019.03 gifts. Guests were Ladd Yorke, following survived the preliminary
C—Q 10 6 3 2
to
let;
steam
heated,
l
ght
and
hot
'
We
now
have
our
Hi-Test
tank
1046,
38*40
try-outs; Elaine Hilton, Joyce Lud C—K J 9 7 4
Total Liabilities,
$854.694 45 Agents' Balances or UnMichael Bunker, Bobby Bennett, i
water furnished; 67 TALBOT AVE. : repaired. Casey’s Garage, Warren Unassigned Funds,
725.130.82
collected
Premiums.
wig
and
Philip
Lee,
all
seniors;
$526551.46
South
37*39
Jim Dickey, ]
59,053.07 Kenneth Conway,
___________________________ _—
38-40
Other Assets,
JUST oru THE PRESS
Ralph Davis, Marilyn Starrett, and
s—q j 10 9 8 2
Charles Dyer, Allred Osgood, LauFIVE-Room Unfurnished Apt. to
The New Catalog of the
Policyholders Surplus, $526,551.46 j
Sylvia Thompson, Juniors; Patricia
H----$9,517,999
24
Total
Assets
let,
oil
furnace.
TEL
939
35tf
Some
species
of
palm
trees
atROCKLAND SCHOOL
Jones, Freshman. The contest is
D—A K 9 8
LIABILITIES.
SURPT
US
AND
Total,
$1891245.91
OF COMMERCE
FURNISHED Apt to let 3 large taln a height of 150 feet or more.
being directed by Mrs. Joan Wes
C—A 8 5
OTHER FUNDS
Call, write or phone Roekland 148 rooms, flush. JOHNSON, 111 Pleas-----------------$47251400
ton of the high school faculty.
Reserve for Losses.
Public Notice
for a free copy—no obligation
Bidding at Sir Galahad’s table:
ant st
32tf
The sea of Japan, between Japan
THE LONDON ASSURANCE
Reserve for Loss AdjustThe contest is named for the do j South
38-43
North
East
West
United States Branch
38.970.00
ment Expenses,
TWO-Room and three-room fur and Korea, is almost tideless.
The Assessors of the Town of nor who left the sum of $1,000 in
Pass
Pass 3 Hearts
1 Spade
99 John St., New York, 38. N. Y.
Reserve for Unearned Prenished Apts, to let. Bath, adults ----Vinalhaven wish to announce his will to the town with the pro 3 Spades Pass
MAYTAG Washing
Machine only; 57 PACIFIC ST.
4.765.476.37
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
4 Spades Pass
miums,
38*40 1
WANTED
without pump for sale Good enn188.450 00
Stocks and Bonds,
$16,176,9721 Reserve for Taxes,
that they will be in session at vision that money from the income 6 Spades All Pass
TWO-Room Furnished Apt. to let
dition. Price $40. R O. BARRETT,
15821895
All
Other
Liabilities
Opening lead; Six of Diamonds,
WASHINGS and Ironings wanted
ihe Selectmen's Office on Wed should be used for a prize speak
over baker shop, Main St. TEL.
Hone. Tel. Lincolnville 31-9
1,105,483 64
ing contest. The winner is to receive i Bidding at Merlin's table:
31tf ! to do. Reasonable price. CALL Agents’ Balances
38*40 938.
$5,623,629.32
nesday and Thursday evenings, $25.
40,136.55
Bills Receivable.
Total Liabilities,
335-M________________ 39-41
1 Spade 2 Clubs 3 Hearts 4 Club6
$27,000.00
Special Surplus Funds,
Interests and Rents,
BUILDING 22x60
for sale. : CONCESSIONS to reliable adults,
No admission is being charged. 4 Diamonds Pass, 4 Notrumps Pass
April 2nd and 3rd from 7.00 P.
GIRL wanted for full time work, All Other Assets,
1.000,000.00
Near the South Warren bridge on , new. modern, priv. bath Apts., unCapital Paid Up.
M. until 9.00 P. M. for the pur Music will be provided by thc Wal 5 Hearts Pass 6 Diamonds Pass
Unassigned Funds
Route 1, $250 Contact NORMAN furn., 2 and 3-room Rents, to let, some knowledge of typing. Apply
2.867.369 92
fine loc., 87 N. Main St. TEL. Cam In Person only, to MGR. KNOX
doboro High School orchestra un
Gross Assets,
$20,170.254 09
(Surplus),
MILLER, Waldoboro. Tel. 209-2.
pose
of receiving assessments for
7 Diamonds All Pass
38-40 Deduct items not ad
*
37*39 THEATRE.
37*39 den 2853.
der the direction of Ernest LippOpening lead: Six of Hearts.
the ensuing year.
126,076 40 Surplus as Regards
mitted,
THREE-Room furnished Apt to
man.
WATER PUMPS for sale: New
$3,894.360 92
38-40
Policyholders,
Fairbanks-Morse with tank, $85. let, first floor. Newly-decorated.
We could stand superior people
Admitted
$29,044,177.69
WANT AN AUCTION
All types and sizes pumps in stock. Apply 12 WARREN ST.
38tf
TIIE MERCANTILE INSURANCE
$9 517.999.24
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1951
Total,
if they didn't insist on reminding
I Cover All Classes Auctions
Also Washing Machines, Water
COMPANY
OE*
AMERICA
ONE 4-room unfurnished Apt.
EDW’ARD W BERRY Ar CO.. Agent UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND
: Net Unpaid Losses,
Heaters. Used Water Pumps W. S to let. TEL. 402.
150 William SL, New York, N. Y. us of their superiority.
HARVEY L. GURNEY
GUARANTY GO.
19tf
8.108,404 68 10 School St.,
Rockland, Me.
J Unearned Premiums,
PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville.
ASSETS DEC 31, 1951
Baltimore.
Maryland
Trained
Auctioneer
39-S-45
1.548.055.84
.All
Other
Liabilities
CENTRALLY located 2-room
Maine. Tel. 613.
39-S-42
Bonds,
$7,796991 34 ;
GLENS FALLS INS. CO.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
815000
00
RD
1,
UNION
TEL.
3-2
I
Statutory
Deposit.
COMBINATION elec. Stove and ; Kn™ l^JAMES^ST APP’y
Vf
3.124.051.00 i
Glens Falls, New York
THE CALIFORNIA INS. CO.
' I?or.ds,
$102,361.16680 Stocks,
Surplus
over
ail
Lia

3O&39&42
oil end heater for sale; also Philco
11 JAMES OT.__________ 24xf
ASSETS DEC 31. 1951
San Francisco, Calif.
•Stocks.
58.350,622.32 Cash and Bank
6.803,505 61
bilities,
$33714759.80
Deposits
503,957 28 i Bonds,
Radio, Maytag Washing Machine.
HEATED and unheated furnished
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Real Estate Owned,
5.026.166.20
EXPERIENCED Woodsmen want
24.409.000.25
.Agents' Balances or Uncol1 stocks
$4(635.171.91 Cash and Bank
Hospital Bed, spring and mattress. Apts to let. V F. STUDLEY, 77 ed. Good pay. Must have good
Bonds.
Total Liabilities and Sur
lected Premiums,
1,026,362.28
791.301.15 I Real Estate Owned.
1.973.700 00
THL. 211 or 193 Thomaston. 37-39 Park St
Tels 8060 or 1234
ltf habits and board in family, (long
Deposits.
23.256.523.71
plus,
$20,044.17768 Stocks,
Other Assets,
306,457 88 Mortgage Loans on
510.230 08 Agents’ Balances or
1940 OLDS 2-door Motor Over
SANDING Machine and polisher job). MERRILL B. DRINKWA EDWARD W BERRY & CO.. Agent Real Estate Owned,
Real Estate.
51,300 00
Uncollected Premi
haul, radio and ifrater; 1940 Buick to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer TER. Box 19, Burkettville. 38*40 10 School St.,
Rockland, Me. Cash and Bank Deposits 950,091.41
Total Assets,
$12,522,658 65 Cash and Bank De
.Agents' Balances or Uncolums,
15.696,585 80
Special 4-door Sedan. May be seen inquire at SEA OOAST PAINT
LLABILITTES, SURPLUS AND
586 894.23 Other Assets.
posits,
395191578
lected Premiums,
3.637.61491
at ST.AN'S AUTO MART. 44 Gay- CO.. 440 Main St
ltf
OTHER FUNDS
64.035.67
Agents' Balances or Uncol
AMERICAN A FOREIGN INS. CO. Other Assets,
St.. Rocklar.d
37*39
CARPENTER WORK
$930845 00
lected Premiums,
3.445.43221
Total Assets,
$208,397,678.24 Reserve for Losses,
New York
By First Class Carpenter.
HOUSE Lot for sale, on Lawn
Reserve for Loss Adjust
$8,770,123.30
4.159,604.35
Other Assets,
Total Assets,
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS and
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
EGGS & CHICKS Wanted
Will accept all jobs, small or
Ave. CALL 723-M, city.
37*39
ment Expenses,
54831.00
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
$12932.398.72
large. Anybody want their house : Bonds,
Total Assets,
$70758,164 67
OTHER FUNDS
FOUR 72" Green Shades for sale;
SEX-LINK Cockerel Chicks for shingled? Please call
Reserve for Losses.
$68,132,410.44 Reserve for Unearned Pre! Stocks,
3598,860.00
miums,
5.564,85789
$557240.00 Reserve for loss Adjust
IxIABTLITIES. SURPLUS AND
Ideal for picture window.-: fluores sale, $5.00 per hundred. V,*. K. WIN RAYMOND REED, Tel. 1333-M Cash andBarJt Deposits, 814.783.85 Reserve for Losses,
Reserve
for
Taxes,
272.120 00
OTHER FUNDS
cent Bench Light. TEL. 430 be CHENBACH, Waldoboro, Me.
Reserve for Loss Adjust.ment Expenses.
5 963502.00
39&41*49 ' Asenta’ Balances or Uncol30,954.00 Reserve for Unearned
All Other Liabilities,
354.849.99 Reserve for Losses,
$13 265 440 96
tween 8.30 and 4 daily.
37-39
739.694 67
met Expenses,
39*41
lected Premiums,
Reserve for Loss Adjust
52 909.95 Reserve for Unearned PrePremiums,
56.045 028 40
Other Assets,
STORM Coat for sale, size 12; tan
CLEMENTS New Hampshires
Total
Liabilities,
$7.176503.38
4,137299.68
ment
Expenses,
1,652,178 00
WOMAN wanted to care for aged
miums.
Reserve for Taxes,
4,570.677 62
gabardine, like new, $15. MRS. and White Rocks are exceUent for
257,500.00
Capital Paid Up or
Reserve for Unearned Pre
Total Assets,
$18,138,647.19 Reserve for Taxes.
MARTIN HILI,, Warren.
37*39 hatching egg and broiler produ lady whUe daughter works. TEL.
Statutory Deposit, $1,000,000.00
64.387.12
332-R.
37'39 LIABIUITEES, SURPLUS AND All Other Liabilities,
miums,
24.136,223.32
2.050,142.75
ties,
SAIL Boat for sale; Cape Cod cers. Bred for extra stamina,
Unassigned Funds
Reserve for Taxes,
1,026.492 05
OTHER FUNDS
American Mercury, 15'. Good Off abundant vigor, good meat qual
JUNK CARS WANTED
(Surplus),
$5,047880.80
4846.155 27 All Other Liabilities,
320276046
Total Liabilities,
Total Liabilities.
$13676176151
Reserve for Losses,
$2,777,713 00
season buy. TEL. 454-M.
34*39 ity, Maine-U-S. Approved, Pullor MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 T Reserve for Loss Adjust Special Surplus Funds,
$81,000.00 Special Surplus Funds, $19.15471593
um- Clean. Also available—Reds, street. Tel. 123-W.
28tf
1,000,000.00 Capital Paid Up,
Surplus as Regards Policy
Total Liabilities.
$43,283,094 79
184972.00 Capital Paid Up,
$14,000.000 00
ment Expenses,
Red-Rock
(Sex-Link)
holders,
$5846.155.27 Special Surplus Funds, $5,774,460.89
Unassigned Funds
-Pullets
------ | _
.
, _
,. _ *
Reserve for Unearned PreUnassigned Funds
2.641,74250 (Surplus),
Leghom-Red
Crosses,
------------------ i Capital Paid Up or StatuBarred | Cesspools and Septic Tanks
miums,
7278.65743 (Surplus),
38,481201 10
Total.
$12522.658 65
tory Deposit,
3250,00000
500.470.00
Reserve for Taxes,
MERCURY CLUB COUPE Crosses. Write CLEMENTS BROS
Cleaned
by
Machine
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY,
Unassigned Funds
Surplus as Regards PolicyFARMS, Route 33, Winterport,
154,633.62
Surplus as Regards Policy
All Other LiabiUties,
Also
Clogged
Lines
Opened
1949
$3,722,742.50
Insurance.
, (Surplus),
18,450.60899
holders,
holders,
$71.63591703
Me. (4).
Farnsworth Bldg,
Rockland, Me.
Total Liabilities,
$10,896,346.05
C. E. FENDERSON
FOR SALE
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale, 5c
$8,770,123.30
36-S-42 Surplus as Regards Policy
Total.
Total,
$208897,678.24
Special Surplus Funds. $511,565.72
SANITARY SERVICE
I each, every week. Pullet Chicks '
GOOD. CONDITION
MAURICE F. LOVEJO5’.
holders,
$27,475,069.88
” Bonds — Amortized; Stocks—
Rockland Me. Capital Paid Up or Statu
ST.
PAUL
FIRE
&
MARINE
IN
1 sold out
for March.
Few 1 Telephone 1314
ONE OWNER
Insurance
tory Deposit,
1,500.00000
N.A.I.C. Values.___________ 36-S-42
35*40
SURANCE
COMPANY
I
open
dates
in
April.
Inoculated
.
Total,
Radio, Heater, Directional
Farnsworth Bldg., Rockland, Me.
$70758.164 67
Unassigned Funds
St. Paul, 2, Minnesota
i for Newcastle if desired. BYRON J ALTERATIONS and Repair V<prk
COMMERCE INSURANCE CO.
36-S-42
Signals, I'ndercoated,
36-S-42
(Surplus),
5,230,735 42
ASSETS
DEC.
31,
1951
|
MILLS,
Waldoboro,
Me.
Tel.
51-3.
J
done
at
the
Mend-It
Shop,
102
Glens
Falls,
New
York
Three Spare Tires
Bonds,
$54,751,439.62
SAINT PAUL-MERCURY IN
.AMERICAN EMPLOYERS’ INSUR
18tf Union St., Grove St. entrance Tel Surplus as Regards Policy
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
CALL 1137
42,45597492
DEMNITY COMPANY
ANCE COMPANY
34*30
Bonds,
$7.183948.88 Stocks,
holders,
$7242501.14
SExX-LINK Pullets. Cockerels or 1680 EVA AMES
9.00 to 5.00
Boston. Mass.
3.433971.34
St. Paul, Minnesota
Stocks.
6,282,656 34 Rea! EstateOwned,
straight-run Chicks for sale, from
DON’T discard your old or
Mortgage Loans on
ASSETS DEC. 1951
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
Mortgage Loans on
$18,138,647 19 '
Total,
some of the best combined meat antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
$24,147,178.41
Real Estate,
148,464.86 Bonds,
$3920672195
Real Estate,
14.000 00
36-S-42 Bonds,
and egg Pullorum-clean, Maine- NEWMAN for restoring and re
7,408,000.00 Cash and Bank De
Cash and Bank De
Stocks,
6752,27400
Stocks,
US.
Approved
breeding
stock
finishing:
48
Masonic
St.
TeL
posits.
6.391,341 13 Cash and Bank De
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
posits,
830,794.14
THE PULTON FIRE INS. CO. I Cash and Bank
available
in
the
East.
Can
be
in

1106-M
ltf
Agents’ Balances or Uncol
Deposits
2.556,672.27 Agents’ Balances or Uncol
posits,
2,810,711.69
Service and Repair. Write or Call
New York, N. Y.
oculated for Newcastle disease if
lected Premiums,
7.058.316.20 Agents' Balances or UncolAgents’ Balances or Uncol258 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770. desired. Lowest prices. DUTCH
lected Premiums,
810.073 78
ASSETS DEC. 1951
2,832,572.07
3,252,416.44
lected Premiums,
6,558,663 29
lected Premiums,
14tf NECK HATCERY. Melville Davis.
Other Assets,
49.104.19 Other Assets,
Bonds,
$642,446 00
REAL ESTATE
794290.54
Other Assets,
70598122
Stocks,
848700.00 Other Assets,
EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale. Tel. 122-23, Waldoboro, Me.
8tf
Total Assets,
$117.49192451
Total Assets
$15,170,577.29
Cash and Bank Deposits. 283740.03
REAL ESTATE
ALBERT DIRION, Union, .Me. Tel.
LIABILITIES.
SURPLUS
AND
Total
Assets,
$37,733,71329
|
—
Total
Assets,
$56.034852
15
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
The excellently-located and de Agents’ Balances or Uncol
14-6.
33*38
OTHER FUNDS
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
595.607 16
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
MISCELLANEOUS sirable Sweeney Property at No. 19 lected Premiums,
MEN'S, Women's and children's
$11528948.12
OTHER FUNDS
2246.58 i
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses,
$2,411,898 36 Reserve for Losses,
Summer street is offered for $9500. Other Assets,
Reserve for Loss AdjustShoes sold at factory price at JOE'S
—-------- 1 Reserve for Losses,
$13958,028.12 Reserve for Loss AdjustReserve for Losses,
$20998,299.45
BICYCLES. Tricycles, bought. This seven-room and full bath
ment Expenses,
749,000 00 Reserve for Loss Adjust
SHOE STORE. 63 Cedar St Open [ sold, repaired, painted like new. dwelling has been newly condi$2872,739.77 Reserve for Loss Adjust
300896 00
ment Expenses,
Total Assets,
Reserve for Unearned
ment Expenses,
1,649,536,00 Reserve for Unearned
ment Expenses,
3.696843.00
tne. 8unday until 9 p. m. Tires, Tubes, Parts. Baby Carriage tioned, with Rusco windows, new
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Premiums,
38274,790.77 Reserve for Unearned Pre
Reserve for Unearned
4.388,404 22
Thurs. close at 6 o'clock
j Tires replaced. RAYE'S CRAFT air-conditioning oil furnace; elec
Premiums,
OTHER FUNDS
1.737.799 50
miums,
18,064,487.61
$6200 00
Premiums,
1074927195 Reserve for Taxes,
205.304 26 Reserve for Taxes,
__________________________ Wtf I SHOP, Prescott St., City.
tric hot water, insulated throughout Reserve for Taxes,
Reserve for Taxes.
636,50000 All Other Liabilities,
4,483.664 57 Reserve for Taxes,
847800.00
52927-11 All Other Liabilities,
33*Sat*42 : and basement garage. Gracefully
334.732 38
All Other Liabilities,
1,37120928
Total Liabilities,
$6,200.00 All Other Liabilities,
landscaped.
Taxed
reasonably.
OBaNITE lives forever
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Total Liabilities,
$5677420306
$7 35B 929 94
Total Liabilities,
Paid Up or
Send five questions. $1.00 stamped FRANK A. WHEELER. General In Capital
Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Total Liabilities,
$44977,639.35
Total Liabilities.
$26928,068.45 Special Surplus Funds, $1,471,013.63 Special Surplus Funds, $1,000,000.00
Statutory Deposits,
1,000,000.00
surance. Real Estate Brokerage, 21
:
envelope.
REV.
RUTH
MATHIAS.
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
Capital Paid Up or Statu
Capital Paid Up or Statu
Special Surplus Funds, $5,305,644.84 Capital Paid Up or StatuNorth Main St. Tel. 830.
39-lt Ufctassigned Funds
|
advisor,
827
Broadway,
Everett,
2.000,000 00
tory Deposit,
20,000,000.00
tory Deposit,
$3,000,000.00
1500,000.00
Capital Paid Up,
tory Deposit,
Veneer, Pier Stone, WaU and
(Surplus,
1,366,53977
LARGE House for sale. Excellent
I Mass. Full page reading enclosed,
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
Foundation Stone.
Estimates i °*nmnt renlv
153-S-tf for tourist business. Priced for Surplus as Regards Policy
3500.000 00
(Surplus),
39,717,721.46
(Surplus),
8,056,712.80
(Surplus),
4,840,633.71
(Surplus),
submitted. No obligation.
quick sale; 148 MAIN ST., Thomholders,
$2866939.77
NOTICE
| aston.
38-40
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
Surplus
as
Regards
Policy

Surplus as Regards Policy
Surplus as Regards Policy
Surplus as Regards Policy
After this date I will not be re____________
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
holders,
$60717.72146
holders,
$11,056.71280
holders,
$10,80564484
holders,
$7,811,647.34
sponsible for any bills other than
TWO-APT House at 49 Park St
Total,
$2,372,739 77
* Son), Clark Island, Me.
those
contracted
bv
mvself.
I
for
sale,
occupied
at
present.
FRANK
A.
WTHIBUER.
Agent,
TeL Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant's
Total,
$117 401924 51
$37,733,713 29
$15,170,577.28 | Total,
$56,034,352 15
Total,
Total,
Wuliam James Lawaias. j eight. Inquire WALDOBORO GA- 425 Mam St.,
Rockland, Me.

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L. STARRETT

Telephone 85

case

dslly,
except

Walks,
lar,
gladly

han

Price

56-13,

1-tf

March 21, 1952.

37*39 1 RAGE. 118 Park 8L TeL 47».

Mtf

36-S-42

36-6-42

36-8-42

36-S-42

36-S-42

f Tuesday-Thursday-SaturdaV

BUSY WEEK DUE AT UNIVERSITY

Raw FWV

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 29, 1952

INTEREST
POULTRY SERVICE MAN PERFECTS NEWCASTLE VACCINATOR

THE COUNTY AGENTS CORNER

Farm and Home Week Opens Monday,

, Dear Farmer:
two others alternately will be seed
In the words of someone, it's ed two weeks from th* first seed
Runs Through Thursday With Many
“pleasurable’’ to see signs of Spring ing. Two strips of a light coating
of manure will be spread crosswise
in the air. The smell of the warm
to the length of the seeded plots.
Fine Programs, 200 Speakers
earth and humus in a hothouse at This will leave two strip* that were
this time of year emphasizes the not manured.
Thousands of Maine people will
McConnell on Rural Church
Will let you know next August
feeling. Plants for setting out In
Program
/♦converge on the University of
the field are, in many cases, over what results are.
It won’t be long, either, before
Farm and Home Week guests at
an inch high already. Another crop
Maine campus at Orono next week
more fertilizer experiments will be
the University of Maine will have
year
has
started.
for the 45th annual Farm and
, the privilege of hearing one of
Spent the better part of three set out, showing the use of 0-14-14
Home Week. The« opening session the best-known speakers in New
days, this past week, setting out fertilizers, nitrogen fertilizers, and
Is slated for 7.30 p. m. Monday England on religous subjects. He
some pasture trials. This Is some mixtures of the two <or complete
evening, March 31 and some 200 is Prof. C. M. McConnell, of the
thing we have had some experi fertilizers) on grass, clover, and
ence with already, and something grass-clover fields, with the fertil
outstanding speakers will appear Town and County Department of
a
lhe School of Theology, Boston
that many farmers have had some izers at a total of eight different
on about 35 different programs
_
_
University, Boston, Massachusetts
experience with, but which we are strengths.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- ProJ McConnell speaks on the
Yes, the snow in the woods ls
trying r.ow all over the state with
day, April 1 to 3. Nearly every Rural Church program, Thursday
plots set up in the same way in melting, fields will be drying out.
major farpi and home subject will forenoon, April 3. His scheduled
each instance, so that we may have and all to soon it will be harvest
time I just wonder how many of
be covered during the week. Also, subject is “What is Rural."
some real comparisons.
Farm and Home Week provides
Prof. McConnell's address will be
What we are trying to do is to you looked over and repaired equip
Maine folks with a chance to meet followed by a panel discussion on
see if seeding one pound per acre ment you will use this Summer.
old friends and make new ones, the problems of the church of less
of Ladino clover on the frost or Spring and Fall during the Win
and to enjoy themselves. Every- than 100 members. Many rural
last snows will result ln supplying ter how many of you are going to
one’s welcome at Farm and Home churches in smaller rural towns
or assuring a cattleman of good have to hustle around to flnd repsdr
F* Week
parts for mowers during the early
pastures next August.
i fall into this grouping, and it is
We have the Ladino, all mixed part of the haying season when
Outstanding Women’s Programs expected that a number of rural
with fine white sand, in little box the best hay is aching to be put in
Maine women who attend Farm pastors will take part in the panel
es, and spread this over a plot to the barn or silo?
and Home Week at Orono next and thc discussion which follows,
12’x80’. Two plots are spread on
Sincerely,
week will be able to choose from Panel leader will be Rev. Orville J
Irving Smith, right, demonstrates the use of the vaccinator, which
Closeup of the Smith vaccinator showing how the bird is held under
OH Jaeger
each trial at one time; two plots
a number of outstanding programs O. Lozier, assistant superintendent,‘ he invented, to Wiljo Maki of Thomaston. The device has drawn con„
ni,,!,i,on
r-nnfor siderable attention and will shorten the task of vaccinating for New- the hypodermic needle with its head under the platform and the wing will be blank or check plots, and
i
County Agent
Ida Jean Kain, nationally known Congregational-Chnstian Confer- i
ac,.ordin|r to the d«.signer Two flocks have been treated »,th spread out to receive the needle. A foot lever brings the hypodermic
nutritionist who writes the syndi ence of Maine. Rev. George J Volz, jt t() dale
needle down and then pushes the plunger ahrad to vaccinate the bird.
cated newspaper column, "Vour pastor, Methodist Church, Wilton, I
.
' Irving Smith, poultry service man of United Co-Operative Farm- for the bird. Once the bird is car for use on any farm in the
Figure," will speak at 2.30 p. m. will preside.
ers Inc. of Rockland has invented positioned, pressure on a foot j area. Along with the outfit too is
Tuesday on “Middle Age Can Be
a device to shorten the tedious and pedal brings the needle down and a debeaker which can be set up
Youthful.” Among the favorite
time consuming work of adminis injects the wing with the vaccine.' to work right along with the
speakers of previous years who
Spring Housecleaning Suggestions; Sink
THE GRANGE CORNER
tering wing-web Newcastle vaccine. A helper can take the bird away vacclnating unit.
will fill return engagements are
Smith, a graduate of the Unl- while a second assistant places a1
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Roger Withington, noted interior
.....
. . ,
.
,
Method of Operation
Should Be Right Height, Depth For
ersity of Maine College of Agri .bird
decorator,
and
Mrs.
Mildred
in position. Three men have
culture in 1951 specialized in vaccinated birds at the rate of
(Brownie) Schrumpf, foods auus‘nK 'he unit, Smith takes
Owls Head Grange
of Walter and Nancy Ayer now de poultry and has been with the
the Person Who Uses It Most
400 per hour. Improvements soon the blrd froln a helper. holds it
a thority and columnist. Louise
Owl’s Head Grange entertained ceased but
beloved by Grange ' Rockland firm ,incegraduatiOn. He
to be made on the vaccinator will b7 "‘O 'eet andturlis
it upside
* Bates Ames, child development ex
Traveling Grange No. 1 at the last friends thelength and breadth ofL a natjve of Gorhaln and serves
boost the rate to some 600with a do"’n with theneck under the
pert; Mrs. Anne Wertsner Wood,
Dear Homemaker:
you have already started. Much
noted garden lecturer and flower meeting on March 25. Owls Head this t
i also as assistant manager of the four man crew assisting Smith.
Itob!e through which the vaccine
The Appleton Extension Group time and labor can be saved by
arranger; and Commissioner of had the largest number of members
Two more applications for rein-I plant
_ . „
...
needleoperates.The shoulder
Test Runs Made
EducationHarland
Ladd
are present with South Hope, second; statement were received at the
The device he invented, and
comes against the edges of the met Thursday under the leadership assembling cleaning supplies and
To date. Smith lias run through
Mt.
Pleasant,
third;
and
St.
George,
meeting.
which
is
pictured
above,
is
simplictable and the wing is spread out of Arlene Collins home manage- equipment so that they are ready
among other leading speakers.
one flock of 1,200 and another of
fourth.
Visitors
were
also
present
Next
meeting
April
9
we
entertain
\
ity
in
itself
but
required
long
over the table to bring the wing- i ment leader, for the meeting "Do to move with the worker. Some
Michigan Man to Talk to Dairymen
900 with excellent results. The tests
Mrs. homemakers keep sma11 items like
from Pleasant Valley, Lubec and , the Traveling Grange Group. The months of experimenting to perweb in correct position for the Your Own Wallpapering.”
A Michigan man will speak twice
have shown where improvements
needle. One step on the foot pedal, ! Edith Gurney, Avis Partridge, and soap, cloths, brushes, sponges and
! committee in charge of refresh- feet.
on the Farm and Home Week pro Megunticook Granges.
are needed to speed the work. They
which brings down the hypodermic Mary Gurney served on the dinner scouring powder in a basket which
At the moment, it appears to
The Lecturers’ March was won by ments U Sisters Evel>'n Hilt' LbI"
gram. He is J. G. Hays, Extension
are now being made.
is easy to carry from room to
raine Gleason and Mildred Burns. be a crude thing as it is manu
and forces the plunger down, is all i committee.
dairy leader. Michigan State Col Brother Hart of South Hope..
On Display at Plant
factured from scrap lumber, a
that is needed before the bird is Mrs. Susie Simmons, Friendship room. Ev£n better may be a small
Acorn
Grange
The
following
members
particilege, East Lansing, Michigan. Hays
The vaccinator is for open use passed along to a second helper. Extension Group foods leader, led table on wheels or easy-r°lhng cas
handful of stove bolts and an odd
speaks flrst at the dairymen's din- i pated in the literary progTam: Omer We were pleased to see so many
by any poultryman. Flock owners
the meeting “Cookies” at their tors which can carry both small
spring
or
two
and
light
chain.
ner. Wednesday evening, April 2. Searles, Pomona Lecturer Evelyn neighboring Grangers and friends
may inspect the device, see it work
items and the vacuum cleaner.
meeting Tiiursday.
However,
it
is
the
forerunner
of
a
His subject will be "Bovine archi- gt. Clair and Marcia Greene of a^ lbe social anddanceWednesday
and even go as far as to copy its Sheep Club Formed
Mrs. Gladys Patrick, county This saves frequent bending to the
finished
device
which
will
doubttecture." He will give the second owl's Head; Sisters Willis, Hart jevening,
1 clothing leader, was guest leader floor as well as lifting and carry
design if they wish. Smith feels
lecture Thursday morning on the and Clark and Lecturer Berry of TheThomaston
High
School I Jess cl‘l o'”1 'aCLlna "‘a l“‘R 111 that it is something which can
of the Tenant's Harbor Extension ing.
Camden-Rockport
Chamber
large flocks by as much as 50 per
k program sponsored
by the Maine SQUth Hope.
Brother and SisterBand will be guests of Acorn Grange
benefit the industry locally and
, Group Friday evening. The sub • To save back-tracking for sup
Of
Commerce
Sponsoring
cent.
Livestock Breeders Association He g;mmons of St. George, Bother and next Wednesday at 8.30. The meetOaat is what interests him most.
was "Pressing Pays Dividends”. plies, keep large equipment like the
400 Birds an Hour
New 4-H Club Project ject
will speak then on how dairy cows Sister parkcr and Brother Merri- 1 ing will be held at 7.30 and the
The meeting was held at the home vacuum cleaner, broom or carpet
Portable Unit
The vaccinator is made to hold
are or should be fed.
ne!d, Brother Cormier of Mt. program and dancing will follow, so a vaccine hypodermic so that the
sweeper in a central location ln
The unit can be carried about:
Robert Libby of Lincolnville is of Mrs. Florence Batty.
Forestry Program Scheduled
Pleasant and Brother Snowman of that the Cushing townspeople may operator’s hands are free to care dismantled and easily loaded in a the president of the 4-H Sheep Club
Emergency feeding was the topic the house. In a two-story house,
enjoy the fine band music.
Wednesday
Pieasant Valley.
sponsored by the Camden-Rockport of the West Rockport, South have a broom, dry m°P and dust
The farm forestry program at
The
and Secon<] Agrees
Thomaston,
Rockport - Rockland pan as well as small cleaning items
May we ask all planning to at Grange being joined by neighbors not been solicited will please take Chamber of Commerce.
Farm and Home Week will be an •
at the next tend this meeting to take sand
A meeting to elect officers was Groups this week. This meeting, 1 both upstairs and down.
sweets.
all Maine affair since all speak ( meeting on April 8. Master Pearj’ wiches, unless they have already and friends. An abundance of re
Sink Comfort
The Grange voted to accept an held Friday night at the Camden j working with Civil Defense and
ers are Maine men. Scheduled for Merrifield of South Hope wiil work been solicited for cakes. From the freshments were enjoyed and a sum offer from Willow Grange to visit Farmer’s Union offices.
j public safety, was conducted by
Merna Monroe of our own Maine
Wednesday afternoon, April 2, this
Experiment Station
has some
Gary Simonton of Simonton’s 1 your HDA.
way folks are talking, there will be of money was presented and many here on April 7, when they will
the degrees.
program includes several lectures
good
wishes
extended
the
hospit

Corner
is vice president; Gwendo Mrs. Helen Searles was guest points that will help the home
a
large
gathering
at
this
enter

present
the
Kelly
Gavel
and
assist
There will be no social on Tues
and a tour of the University of
tainment. Visiting Grangers will able couple.
lyn Norwood of Hope is secretary speaker at the Warren Extension maker year round in cleaning and
with the program.
day April 1.
Maine forest.
be
most
welcome.
Traveling
Granges
No,
1
and Richard Nash of Camden is meeting. Her subject being hat household work, regarding sink
Those
who
attended
the
meetings
Seven Tree Grange
First speaker on this program
Mrs. Martha Campbell comfort. Miss Monro® believes the
Grangers from St. George. South at Acorn and Seven Tree Granges treasurer. Committee on arrange making.
Medomak Valley Grange
About 75 members and guests of
will be Gordon L. Chapman, as
also demonstrated stenciling and question, "Is your sink comfortable
Hope
and
Mt.
Pleasant
were
enter

ments:
Thomas
Perry.
Bruce
Perry
last
week
report
a
very
pleasant
Medomak Valley Grange held
sistant professor of forestry, Uni Seven Tree Grange met Saturday
stenciling techniques. A very in and convenient?” an important
tained Tuesday by Owl's Head time.
and Stanley Hunt.
versity of Maine, on proper -»Tarch 22 for a day session. Dinner i the regular meeting Monday eveteresting and busy day.
question for homemakers because
Grange. Each group contributed to
The next meeting is planned for
North Haven Grange
methods of weeding thinking and was served at noon after which a ning. Quito a bit of business was
A reminder to foods leaders, so much work is don® at the sink.
the program of the evening.
May
24
at
the
home
of
Stanley
Members of North Haven Grange
making improvement cuttings in program of stunts, readings
and. taken care of.
Theme of the meeting was Win enjoyed an educational program Hunt when sheep shearing will be please send in the complete list of In fact, some studies show that
farm woodlots. Lewis P. Bissell, maslc
r w
i Si-iter Cora Maddocks has been ter Wonderland
with Brother March 22. Articles on education in demonstrated by Clifton Robbins. your emergency food committee more time ls spent there than at
Extension forestry specialist for Leroy McCluskey of Warren Civ-|I quiU; m the past week,
Searles
of
Owl
’
s
Head
reciting the India, Japan, Germany, England Each member wil] try his hand a/ immediately after your March meet any other kitchen work center.
Sister Evelyn Kennard, who has
the University will discuss pruning ii
1 Defense chairman of Knox Counings.
Then trend for some years has
poem “Winter” at the opening of and the U.S.S.R. were read.
shearing.
forest trees- and Robert I. Ashman, *
Present
«ave an en' been seriously ill, is some improved
been toward deep sink® f°r wash
Women Influence Buying
the program. Solos were given by
torest trees,
.lightening talk on the set-up at
A skit. “Behind the Scenes," was
at this writing.
head, department of forestry, Coi-i ®
6
"
ing dishes and clothes and short
Here
’
s
an
item
of
interest
—
did
Brother
Snowman
of
Pleasant
,
,,
i the patrol after which a couple of
The net Grange meeting will be Valley; Sister WiUis, South Hope; sung by Alyce Beverage, Alice
lege of Agriculture, will speak on
*
ures connected with the
you know that women are said to sinks to save kitchen space. But a
Grant
and
Winnie
Ames.
01 Plctures connected witn tne held April 7.
proper methods of transplanting reels
Brother Cormier, Mt. Pleasant.
influence the purchase of 80 per sink that is too deep will be un
work were shown.
Various problems of the teacher
comfortable and a short sink often
young forest trees.
Wessaweskeag
Grange
Readings
were
given
by
Sisters
Guests were present from Me
and the pupil in our Island Schools Card Sale Prizes Awarded cent of the clothes bought by men
Final event of the afternoon
Wessawe keag Grange of South Hart and Clark of South Hope and was explained by Miss Gwendoline
under 40? They are reported to is inconvenient.
gunticook, Weymouth, Meenahga,
By
Coggan
’
s
Hill
Club;
will be a tour of the plantation
In observing homemakers wash
buy or influence the purchase of
Pioneer, Pleasant Valley, Owl's ThomaUon, met Wednesday and by Erothers Parker and Merrifield Greene, one of the High School
Butch Morine High
and cutting areas in the 1800-a.rt
Georges VaUey and white initiated five candidates in the of Mt. Pleasant and Sister Parker teachers. Everyone also enjoyed
one out of every three suits for men ing dishes or doing other sink Jobs,
forest operated by the •University ~ ,
About one-third of the men say Miss Monroe found that many had
Third and Fourth Degrees. The of the same Grange.
Union
Oak.
Lester Sherer's talk about the
Attendance
recorded
at
the
of Maine.
they like to have the little woman to stand in strained positions in
candidates
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
“
Butch
”
Morine
is
the
highest
Twenty
members from our
schools. Songs were sung and a
Free Chest X-rays Offered
Grange went to Acorn Grange. Thomas Chisholm, Mrs. Gladys meeting showed Owl's Head to have social time followed the program. salesman in the card tale put on along when they buy clothing. And, order to reach the bort°m °f 'he
The Maine Department of Health
March 19 and enjoyed a Beals and Mr. and Mrs. William 42 present with South Hope having
All members that can, are asked by the Coggan’s Hill 4-H Club of finally, reliable figures show that sink. If it is too high, or if the
women buy at least half of the rim is set too far back, she must
and Welfare will again give free pjeasanj evening in company with Butlar. Harvest supper was served 24; West Rockport eight and St. to be present Saturday as business Union.
hunch her shoulders or thrust out
George seven.
A chest x-rays to all comers over
neighboring Granges.
concerning the fixing of the low
at 6.30.
Others receiving prizes of a silver men's furnishings such as shirts,
Remarks were made by masters er hall has to be settled.
elbows to reach over and down.
neckties,
and
stockings.
Very
few
15 years of age during Farm and
About 12 members went to Pion
There were 86 present. The la
dollar were: Kenneth Bartlett, Paul
The result is fatigue and often a
Home Week. The purpose is eer Grange Tuesday evening to en dies Degree Team of White Oak of the several Granges. Speaking
Pleasant Valley Grange
Doughty, Milton Hilt and David women can say that they've never
were
Master
Murray,
Owls
Head;
waste of time and energy.
to
enable Farm and
Home joy the work done by the Ladies Grange, North WarTen conferred
Pleasant Valley Grange held its Barker. Prizes of candy will be re been called upon to buy or help
For comfort. Miss Monroe ad
buy
men
’
s
clothing.
Week guests to learn wheth Degree team of Cushing. The Third the degrees. The work was excep Master Frye, Mt. Pleasant; Mas regular meeting Tuesday.
The ceived by Roy Gould, Lincoln
ter Rackliff, St. George and Mas
vises having the bottom of the
er or not they are free from and Fourth Degrees were conferred tionally well done.
Spring Housecleaning
group included visitors from Good Hawes, Billy Lemar, Merrill Orff,
ter Merrifield of South Hope.
sink high enough arid the front
tuberculosis of the lungs. Some upon a large class of candidates
Will,
Wessaweskeag,
Penobscot Kenneth Noyes and Glendon Lloyd. Spring housecleaning is just
After the initiation, vocals solos
Pomona Lecturer Evelyn St. Clair
close enough to the body so that
2,000 people were x-rayed last year from Pioneer and Evening Star.
around
the
corner;
maybe
some
of
View, Megunticook, Ocean View and
were rendered by Ronald Barbour,
Rockland
you can stand erect with the arms
and very few persons were found
The regular meeting of Seven with remarks by Ervin Gammon, reported on the recent lecturer’s Owl's Head and Weymouth Granges.
Elizaibeth Sawyer, leader of the
conference at Augusta.
to be infected with the disease.
Tree Grange was held Wednesday master of White Oak.
The literary program was as
Lash. Articles of clothing were hanging down naturaiy. even when
Jolly Highlanders, checked the
the hands are on the sink bottom.
Meenahga Grange
The x-ray equipment of the De- i evening with 36 present. The ladies
follows: Prayer for the day by
worked on and the foods program
Visiting Grangers were from
At least you should b® abIe to lay
Meenahga
Grange
observed Mildred Sprague; opening song, clothing and foods account sheets discussed.
partment will be located in Room fined the chairs during the evening
Pleasant Valley, Penobscot, Piothe full length of the fingers on
Guest Officers’ Night on Monday “Juanita”; duet by Nellie Saun at the meeting Monday night.
17, of Winslow Hall, on the cam- and conferred the Third Degree upThe next meeting is planned for
neor, Weymouth, Owl’s Head, Mt.
the bottom without pending, Misb
The next meeting is planned for
pus. Miss Ruth T. Clough of the on a m0Ck candidate.
with the foUowing fiUing the sta ders and Hattie Brown; reading by
Monday
night,
April
7.
Pleasant and Good Will.
Monroe advises.
Department of Health ond Wel- | sister Harriet CarroU conducted
tions: Master, Harrison Puffer, Nellie Saunders; solo by Mildred April 7 at 7 o’clock at Janet Lowe’s.
Jefferson
Traveling Granges
In tests to find the most comfort
Friendship
fare is in charge of the free chest the work from the masters station
Nobleboro; overseer, Blaine Swift, Mills.
Donny Johnston of Jefferson able sink. Maine homemakers tried
Wessaweskeag has united with Willow; steward, Henry Hussey,
x-rays, and she invites all people jn a very efficient manner. Other
Sunshine Workers held their
Solo by Irvin Broadbent and by
sisters who filled the offices were as Megunticook, Penoscot View and Progressive; chaplain, Mary Flagg, Jennie Pietroski.
fifth meeting Monday night at the Eagles gave some notes on his trip out different heights and depths.
to have them made.
Pleasant VaUey.
follows:
The next meeting is April 8.
home of the leader, Mrs. Marie to Florida at the meeting Saturday. Most preferred to h»ve the sink
Willow;
Philip Hansen also told about his bottom 32 inches from the floor.
On March 20, 20 members visited
Overseer, Juanita Hawes; Lectur
Secretary, Frank Flagg, Willow;
trip to Norfolk. Va.,to see his Dad. For washing dishes, half of the
er, Lorraine Gleason; Steward, Do with Penobscot View, and partici Ceres, Irene Puffer, Nobleboro; Po
PHILCO
Birthday cakes for Donny John women voted for a sink only tlx
ris Miller; Assistant steward, Mil pated in the program. March 25, mona, Margaret Swift, Willow;
ston and Roger Wilson were served inches deep rather than the usual
dred Burns.
10 members went to Pleasant Val lady assistant steyward, Ersel At
seven to eight inches. Short wom
HOME RADIOS
I
with milk.
Chaplain, Bessie Carroll; trea ley. April 2, they will visit Megun
kinson, Progressive; pianist, Abby
en especially need the shallower
surer, Clara Day; secretary, Flor- ticook, and on April 9 the Travel
Aina
Stanley,
Weymouth.
Each
con

|
CAR RADIOS
I | ence Calderwood; gatekeeper, Eve ing Granges will meet with Wessa
a
Susan Briggs and Rebecca Erskine sink to save strain.
tributed to the variety program in
lyn Hilt.
A narrow front rin». on« to one
won the judging ribbons in the
weskeag in South Thomaston.
charge of the lecturer, Edna Suke
|
PORTABLES
and one-half inches, proved most
Ceres, Aubyne Hawes; Pomona,
judging
contest
on
Record
Sheets
‘
YES
”
to
4
out
of
5
employed
'C
ash
you
6ET
Good Will Grange
forth.
Marie Butler; Flora, Hazel Burns;
men and women—married or
Saturday at tlhe meeting held with comfortable because it saved reach
. REFRIGERATORS
IS Mos. 18 Mos.
The mystery ride planned by
It was voted that a sum of money
ing. Yet Miss Monroe reports that
lady assistant steward, Emma Rob
single—who apply for a loan.
Susan Briggs.
$143.25 $165.15
WiU Grange to take place be contributed to the Society for
the front of the bowl in a counter
"YES” to a payment date that
J
FREEZERS
< bins; executive committee, Lottie Good
240.33
278.15
Walpole
fits your payday. Phone, come
sunk sink is usually three or more
Gleason, Lina Bartlett and Ida in February was postponed, owing Crippled Children.
Abov« Daymenh cover everything!
to the storm sand road conditions.
Wawenock 4-H Club held their inches from the edge of the counter
Next Monday night the Ladies’
in, or write Tbumat today!
Interest Charges: 3% per mo. on bal.
I
< Goss.
op to $150? 2’/,% per mo. on any
eleventh
meeting Saturday at the and in cabinet sinks is often three
A short program was enjoyed fol The long-delayed ride took place Degree Team of White Oak Grange,
Loans $25 to $300
remainder o/ Rich balances up to
$300.
(Me)
home of Eleanor Merriam.
The Radio Shop
lowed by refreshments of ice cream on March 20, and ended at the home North Warren, will be present to
Henefiaai
inches from the front.
fj "THt COOFAHr/) rwAF triers ro sat rrs~
The leader, Mrs. Eugenie Wood
Check your sink the next time
I and cake served in the dining hall. of newlyweds Mr. and Mrs. Ray confer the Third and Fourth De
517 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
ward demonstrated cake making you wash dishes, and see what your
grees on a class of candidates. The
We were very pleased to welcome Simmons in East Waldoboro.
TEL. 844
The surprise was not as complete harvest supper, wthich is to be
and the sewing members practiced answer is to the question.
3-S-tf
back by reinstatement Sister Inez
2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
darning socks.
Cameron who has returned to as had been planned, owing to the after the meeting, will be served '
Sincerely,
Fhon.i 1133 • Fhillip Cotnpb.ll, YES MANagor
PHILCO
Winifred Ramsdell.
The next meeting is being held
Union to make her home. Friends long postponement, but 45 were by the men under the leadership
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
Imm Mds H wldoth tl >11 i.rrwndi»| l»m • ImII Lmb JttHH Ucmi« Rd. M
Home Dem nnxtja tion AgenL
I remember her, the eldest daughter present, the members of the of Leonard Bidwell. Those who have
March 29 at the home of the leader.

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

4-H Doings

l&iwnai FINANCE CO. I

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THOMASTON

I at 7.15 in the church parlors. Frii diy the Kupples Klub will meet at
| the church for supper at 7, fol
lowed by a social program.
•• » •
The Methodist, Universalist and
[ Congregational Churches of Rock
land are uniting on Palm Sunday.
April 6, to present the Hollywood
produced version of "King of
Kings.” This will be ih the Univer
salist Church at 7.30. with a col
lection to cover rental charges.
The film is not recommended for
children unaccompanied by their
parents, and is a reverent and
powerful presentation of the life
of Christ. Running time is an hour
and a half.
•• • •
"Our Bond of Fellowship" will be
Dr. Lowe’s sermon subject in the
service of morning worship at the
Universalist Church beginning at
11 o'clock. This will be the last ser
mon in the Lenten series by Dr.
Lowe in exposition of destinctive
beliefs held by progressive thinkers
in the Universalist Church and in
other Christian communions. The
church school will hold its session
at 10 a. m.' The U.C.Y. Fellowship
will meet at 6 o'clock in the vestry.
Dr. Lowe will speak on “What
Universalists Believe.” Appoint
ments for the week include the Ap
ril meeting of the Mission Circle,
•speaker Louis A. Walker will out
line the amazing life work story of
one of the greatest men of our
time, if not the greatest, Dr. Albert
Schweitzer Medical Missionary in
Africa. Tea committee: Mrs. Walk
er, Mrs. Sleeper, Mrs. Adele Bird,
Mrs. Thomas, Miss Smith.

INTERPRETATIONS OF “THE WORD”

Bv Louis A. Walker
• Continued from Page Three)
Read the 91st Psalm—The Psalm of SECURITY
the board room and addressing
or telephoned to
Those who not only read this psalm but memorize it and
Smith said:
nightly repeat it have found it all that it appears to be. It is
"Smith, why are you fighting so
all an expansion of the flrst two verses. The "secret place of
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church them "The Earth Is the Lord’s.”
the Most High” is what ia variously known as cosmic con
hard for Omaha?’’
will hold services in the Undercroft Mr. Pavone will present the solo
sciousness. salvation, at-one-ment. oneness with Ood. or just
Sunday morning service at the
At this moment Jay Gould came
Mrs. Robert W. Peyler spent the
of the Episcopal Church in Thom "In My Father’s House Are Many
plain religious experience. There are many paths to this secret
week-end in Boston, where she Federated Church. 11 o'clock. Rev. into the ante-room. Smith replied:
aston on Sunday night at 7.30. Re Mansions” by Jewell. Church School
place and guidance thereto for all who seek. He who has
’Mr. Dillon. Omaha has just and
jejned her husband, S.A. Robert Hubert Leach's subject "Helping
freshments will be served after the will meet at 11 o’clock to 12.10. The
found it has found impregnable security. In verses 5-13 the
inspired artist addresses himself, that is his Real Self, in the
service. On Monday night at 720 Intermediate Fellowship will meet
W Peyler, who is stationed in and Being Helped”; Anthem "Hide valid rights in the location of the
2nd
person.
Fear
is
conquered.
No
person
of
intelligence
Thy Thou Face From Us" by Far- bridge and will fight for them.”
services will be held at the North at 4 15 in the vestry. Leona White
Bainbridge. Md
would accuse the author of meaning that any one may be im
rant; Youth Fellowship 7 p. m.
Dillon replied. "Smith, give up
Waldoboro Methodist Church. At hill is the leader. The Church
mune from all physical ill or danger. Instead he over and
Maurice Wellman has had the Friendly Circle Tuesday evening
Omaha.”
both of these services the guest School teachers will meet on Sun
over emphasizes “deliverance.” Trouble there is, and shall be
telephone installed. The number at 7.30 with Mrs. Helen Studley. | "Mr. Dillon. Omaha has rights I
for all, but fear is gone for deliverance is sure. No damage can
speaker will be Rev. Heiman from day night at 7.30. The Boy Scout's
is 347-11.
Thursday discussion group at 7 ’ and we will fight for them,” said [
occur to one who hath made the Most High his habitation.
Worcester. Mass., and Rev. Autio annual Father and Son banquet
The real point is this: The moment any trouble, any plague,
Opl and Mrs. Henry E. Hastings p. m.
Smith.
Everybody is welcome.
wrtll be held on Monday night at 6
any pestilence approaches your divine habitation it is trans
«•• •
and son Marstin returned to Long
Said Dillon, "we will make grass ‘
formed into something healthy and wholesome for you. It was
o’clock in the vestry. Supper will be
grow in your streets.”
Beach. N. Y, Wednesday after
the thing that you needed for your development. If it did not
At the First Baptist Church the served with Mrs. Reita Holden serv
turn out so, it was because you left the secret place. The refer
"Mr. Dillon, it will take a bigger ;
spending thc week-end with his
Sunday services will open with a ing as chairman and assisted by the
CAMDEN
ence
to
"angels
”
is
not
figurative.
“
Ministering
angels"
are
man than you to make grass grow
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
prayer period at 10.15. In the 10.30 mothers of the Scouts. Mrs. Vesta
always seeking to guard and guide us; if we are aware of them
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
in the streets of Omaha,” said
Hastings and grandparents. Mr
worship service Rev. J. Charles 1 Stewart of Owl’s Head will enterand recognize them spiritually, their work is made easier and
Correspondent
Smith.
we are kept out of many a danger. Their reward is your safety
MacDonald will speak 'on "The j tain the Discussion Group on
and Mrs. Marstin T. Simmons.
TEL. 2197
Jay Gould hearing this exciting
and thankfulness. No venom can reach us in the "secret place”
Mrs Effie Pryor has returned
j True Church.” a message for peo-; Tuesday night at 7.30 in her home,
because it must pass through the love of God and be transmuted
dialogue and saw that a big fight
ple contemplating changing their , The monthly circle supper, sponhome after spending a few days
into healing and transforming grace. Evidently we are in a
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Powers are on was on hand. He suggested that
religion. Small children will be sored by the Women’s Society, will
world
where casualties must come and we are disciplined and
with Mrs. Mildred Young, at Cush
a months trip to Florida and the Dillon call another director’s meet
cared for in the nursery during the' be held in the vestry on Wednesrefined thereby. Frequently they drive us into the experience of
ing.
ing for the next day at 2 o'clock.
identification with God who is all and thereafter nothing can
West Indies.
mornlng
service.
The Church day night at 6 o’clock. Mrs. Edith
Mrs. Priscilla Bishop and Miss
shake our security. This scripture is not something to be under
The Friday Club will meet with The meeting was held and resolu
School will meet at 12 with classes Tweedie is the chairman. Group
Carole Clarice, Island Palls, were
stood
by
thc
critical
mental
faculties.
It
will
be
foolishness
to
at her tions passed rescinding the resolu
a
i. father, oairo,
; for all age groups. The Ambassa- ' singing will follow the supper peyou unless and until you have experienced God as your actual
recent guests
of. ...
their
Ralph Mrs. Eleanor Hutchins
tions passed the day before locating
°
| home on Elm street.
dors for Christ will meet at six riod, using the new song books redwelling place.
Clarke.
with Marjorie Mills leading the cently purchased by the Society
A public baked bean supper will the bridge at Child’s Point and re
Widows of World War I will meet
locating it at Omaha. Gov. Saunsenior group in a missionary meet and the Kola Klub. At the business
A DIVINE COMMAND
be
served
in
the
Methodist
Church
Tuesday, April 1 at the home of
der. a member of the Omaha dele Netted Large Sum
Be still and know that I am God. ing, and Milton Wooster speaking meeting at 7.30 Mrs. Thelma Stan
Mrs. Josephine Rice in Rockland, vestry Saturday March 29. Servings gation wired Omaha, “Sound the
My still small voice is only heard to the Intermediate group. A pray ley will conduct the devotions and
instead of AprU 3 as formerly an will be from 5 to 6.30 p. m.
timbre’, bridge located at Omaha.’’
In human spirit calm and awed.
er meeting will be held at 7, pre is ln charge of the program. Mite
Red
Cross
Drive
Benefits
Beginning
Monday
the
morning
nounced.
When raging storms quench not ceding the people’s evening ser
The above incidents were related
boxes will be opened during the
session of the sub-primary class to me by brother Francis Smith
$124 From Lady Lions’
My word.
Attend Dinner
vice at 7.15. The MacDonald Class evening. The choir will rehearse in
will be held at the Elm street School and many of the other Omaha del
Card Party
In silent, lonely desert Paul,
Those attending the dinner meet
will furnish the special music in the vestry on Friday evening at
and the afternoon one at the Cam egates. The result was that Omaha
Elijah. John the B rotist caught this service, and Mr. MacDonald’s
ing of Knox County Town Chair
7.30. Dante Pavone will be the di
The
American
Red
Cross
benefit
den grade School.
Their mighty messages to all,
has continued to grow to more
men of the Maine Cancer Society.
A needy world forever brought. subject will be “The Greatest rector.
Mrs. Dorothy Dalzell and chil than 200.000 population and is one card party, under the sponsorship
Group Ever Loved.” The happy
Inc., Rockland Ward Captains and dren Mrs. Lottie Grey and Mrs.
• • * •
oi the Lions and Lady Lions Clubs, As Christ on Galilean Sea
business area captains, held Wed Kenneth Herrick spent Thursday in of the most attractive cities of the
Listen to Billy Graham on StaThe tempest quelled to quiet prayer and praise meeting will be
Middle West.
was held March 25 at the American
held on Tuesday at 7.30. The Mac- ; tjon WLAW Sunday at 3.30 p. m.
nesday night at the Thorndike Ho Waterville.
fear,
Gen. Dodge, chief engineer of the
»* * *
Donald Class will present a mis- i jje has a message for all in this
tel were: Mrs. Robert MaoFarland,
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge ob Union Pacific was living at Coun Legion Home with 37 tables in E'er here to still the storm is He,
So you in peace God’s voice can sionary program on Thursday at syrrjng program Hour of Decision.
Services were begun six years ago
Mrs. Roland Hahn, Mrs. Donald served Neighbors Night at their
play. Mrs. Jasper Akers, general
hear.
cil Bluffs, and it was reported that
7.30. The Junior Ambassadors will
....
on March 31, at the Grace Church,
Chase. Mrs. Clayton Spencer, Mrs regular meeting Wednesday night
-r-by Albert M. Cross.
a syndicate had procured options chairman, with Mrs. Fred Harden.
meet at 3.30 on Friday.
At St. Bernard's Church: Sun 14 Pleasant street. Beginning March
Lawrence HiU and Orett Robin with 19 members from Knyvetta on several hundred acres of land at Jr., and Mrs. Austin Nelson coday services are at 8 and 11 a .m. 27, four days of special services.
Lodge of Searsport as guests. Mrs. Council Bluffs. By continuing the
son, all of Thomaston.
One Of The Nine
The sermon theme at the 10.30
chairmen, and their committee, are
Daily Mass is at 6.45 a. m. and Con- Rev. Laura Austin, graduate of Zi
Marion
Wiley,
District
Deputy
Family Supper
Union Pacific road down the: commended for their efforts which
rorshin service at the Littlefield
: fession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7 on Institute, Providence. R. I., pas
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, West Main President of District 16 was a spe Platte Valley to Bellevue and then
made the party the great success Knox Hospital Approved By Memorial
BaPtlst church i p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James' tor of the Newburg Center Church
street, entertained at supper re cial guest. The degree was con crossing the Missouri by a bridge j
Sunday morning, will be "In Tune
ferred on a candidate. A delicious at Child’s Point, then to Council it was. The combined receipts from
American
LOllegC
01
with
Ood
...
Nursery
for
chu. Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m. will be guest speaker. Fellowship
cently, her aunt, Mrs. Nettie Rus
supper was served before the meet Bluffs, all roads would make con door donations, the corsage and
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of meetings every Friday night with
Surgeons
dren
during
the
morning
services
sell and two daughters, Misses
ing.
Our
Lady of Good Hope, Camden. refreshments after the services.
nection there and Omaha would be fruit punch netted approximately
thfi
M~“hospitals which will be conducted by Mrs. Norina
Mildred and Charlena Russell ol
Everyone welcome, come and join
♦ ♦ • •
The Seaside Club will meet at the left out in the cold to contemplate
Dorman. Sunday School at 11.45
Arlington, Mass. The Russells were
$124. for the Red Cross campaign ' ,mve
apprQved by {he
At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, in these special meetings, come
home of Mrs. Ida Fhinney, Monday how it was done.
for
all
ages.
The
BYF
will
meet
at
In town to visit Mrs. Russell's sis night. Canasta will be enjoyed. All
night, Sunday
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday again Saturday
But Francis Smith by coming to ^Delicious lemon chiffon pie was tan Colle*e of Sur«eons nine are 6 p. m., with Rev. Mr. Dagino as
ter, Miss Martha Jones, who is con members of Seaside Chapter are
morning and evening. Any child
parish
communion
and
sermon
at
the front and putting up the verbal served with coffee to all who at-' located in Eastern and Northern the speaker; evening service 7.15,
valescing at the home of het invited.
9.30; daily Mass at 7.30 except on not attending Sunday School is
fight with Sidney Dillon in the pre
; Maine. Among the Maine hospi- subject, “The Great Question The Monday and Saturday.
welcome at 10 a. m. Miss Leah Al
nephew and wife, Mr. and Mrs
Miss Shirley Fuller of Lewiston sence of Jay Gould who had no in tended.
Pollowing this dessert those in at-1 .ajs receiving this coveted approval Bible Answers,” with special music;
len. graduate of Central Bible
Norman
Whitehill,
Beechwood has been the guest of her mother,
# > * •
terest in the new scheme but a tendance started playing with ta- are Knox County Gcneral Hospital; Tuesday 7.30
mid-week prayer
Mrs. Loren Dow.
street.
The evening service of the South School, Springfield, Mo., will be
powerful interest in the Union Pa ble prizes going to Phyllis Ander
meeting; Wednesday The Colonist
Thomaston
Methodist Church will the teacher, assisted by Miss Addie
Double Birthday Party
Engagement Announced
cific caused Gould to demand an son, Mrs. Robert Call. Mrs. Charlesi Eaatcrn Maine General Hosp)tal of Group of Pioneer Girls will meet
De Costa.
A double birthday party was held
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jameson, Sr., other director's meeting and saved Bicknell, III, Elin Beal, Mrs. Na-! Bangor; Mount Desert Hospital of at Mrs. Josephine Deshons after be held at 7 o'clock at the home of
• ♦ « *
Alice
Robinson.
Rev.
Merle
Con

Saturday evening at the home of are announcing the engagement of Omaha.
“Reality” is thc subject of the
than Berliawsky, Mrs. Earl Calder, Bar Harbor; Waldo County Gener- school. Friday, the Pilgrim Group
•
»
*
♦
ant
will
preach
on
the
theme
"The
Mrs. Junetta Kalloch, honoring their daughter Olive Louise, to
Ann Carney, Mrs. William Coffield, ' al Hospital of Belfast; The Cary of Pioneer Girls, will meet after
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
New Life”. Communion will be ob
Benjamin Francis Smith was Mrs. Edward Coffin, Mrs. Ruth
school in the vestry.
Ralph Clarke, and Mrs. Percy Kenneth Atwood Milton, son of
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
„
Memorial
Hospital
of
Caribou;
the
*
»
<:
m
served.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Milton
of
Car

married Dec. 15, 1862. to Henrietta Duff, Mrs. Betty Economy, Mrs. __
Clarke on their birthdays. A de- j
—
on Sunday, March 30. The Golden
«
•
•
•
Communion will be observed in
M„ daughter of Jonathan James Ruth Farrell, Mrs. Gilberta Jor- Scott-Webb Memorial Hospital of
lightful supper was served, after j ibou.
Text is taken from the Book of
Miss Jameson was graduated from
the Pratt
Memorial Methodist ’ At the Congregational Church.
which ?ames were enj°'e^ . d Camden High School, class of 1951 Scraw’ of Manchester, N. H.. and to dan, Mrs. Ernest Guay, Mrs. Nel-. Hartland; the Northern Maine Church at the 10.30 service. Rev. j Rev. Charles R Monteith, pastor. Isaiah (Isaiah 6:3) “Holy, holy,
them were born two children. Ma son Glidden, Mrs. Alan Grossman, j Sanitorium and Presque Isle Genholy, is the Lord of hosts: the whole
Clarke and
rs.
ar
and is in training at the Central bel Florence (Mrs. J. M. Baldridge) i
Mis. Mary j eral Hospital, both of Presque Isle; Merle Conant will preach on the ; Morning Worship at 10.45. with the earth is full of His glory.” Sunday
many nice gifts an
wo
au i i., Maine Generai Hospital, Lewiston, and Clifford Warren Smith now! Marguerite Harris,
theme “The New Life." Roger Dow ; fifth sermon in the series of ’’The
Hudson, Mrs. Bernice Havener, ’ and Rcdington Memorial Hospital
services at 10.30 and Sunday School
oakes. Guests invited were: Mrs : Mr Milton served in World War
will bring an organ program made ' Chiistian's Magna Charta" being
deceased. Mrs. Baldridge survives Mrs. Owen Johnston, Mrs. Harold i of Skowhegan.
at. 11.45; Wednesday night service
PriscUla Bishop and Miss Carole j
witd thg United States Army. her father and there are five
up of these numbers: “Prayer” by I presented by the pastor. The chorus
Clarke of island Falls, Mrs. Mar- | He is employed at Passmore Lum- grandchildren; Clifford W. Smith Kaler, Miss Dorothy Lawry, Helen' The standard for hospitals upon Beethoven, "Chorus of the Blessed [ choir under the direction of Mrs. at 7.30.
«•• •
LaCrosse. Mrs. Clare Monson, Mrs. which approval is based include
celine Stone. Ralph Crawford, Aleda ber Company. No date has been set of New York, Dudley Wolfe and
Spirits” by Gluck, and "March” by Eleanor Cote . Howard will present
The United Pentecostal Church,
Sybil Orne. Mrs. Eawin Post. Mrs. the following fundamental prinGordon of Warren, Mrs. Ellen Jones, for the wedding.
Grafton Wolfe of Boston and Mrs. Cynthia Richardson, Addie Sim- ciplcs: Modern physical plant, as- Hill. The choir will sing the an- ”O Worship the Lord” by Watson, 58 South Main street, Rev. John
and John Ware will be the senior L. Howe. Sr., pastor, services are:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor. Ten
Edward F. Rochester of New York, mons, Minerva Small, Mrs. Hattie suring the patient safety, comfort
Mrs. Dora Moody
on duty. Church School classes will Sunday School 1 p. m„ afternoon
ant’s Harbor, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Mrs. Dora Moody, £<1 years of age children of Mrs. Baldridge and Snow. Priscilla Staples, Mrs. Em-1 and efficient care. Clearly defined
be held at 9.45 for third graders worship 2.30; evening service 720.
Clarke. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tab died at Lincolnville March 26. Clifford Warren Smith of New ily Stevens. Mrs. Gladys Stone, organization, duties, responsibiliand over, and at 10.30 for those There will be no Young People’s
butt. Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hooper, She was the daughter of James York, son of the late Clifford Smith. Mrs. Leland Trask, Mrs. George' ties and relations. Carefully seyounger. UCY meets at 6 at the service Tuesday and prayer service
SUNDAY AND
Cape Elizabeth, Mrs. Florence Cook, and Suzanne Dodge Moody, was a Clifford Wolfe Smith and Dudley Whittier. Eleanor Weed and Mrs. I lected governing board with comUniversalist Church with Dr. Lowe Thursday because beginning this
Tenant’s Harbor, Maynard Thomp lifelong resident of Lincolnville, Wolfe were in the service Overseas Lorne Wedlock.
j plete and supreme authority.
MONDAY ONLY
presenting “What Universalists Be Tuesday there will be Evangelistic
The door prize, a ham, was do-i Competent chief executive officer
son and Mrs. Bertha Jones, Port- and held a life membership in. the and took part in the battle of the
lieve," and the “Life of Christ” services held every night at 7.30 ex
Accent on Action!
Eastern Star and Tranquility Marne, the former being captured nated by the Lions Club and won I or administrator, well trained in all
Clyde.
course convenes at 8 in the par cept Monday. Rev. E. E. Diggs, of
Double
Feature
Grange. She is survived by one by the Germans.
by Mrs. Gladys Stone. The corsage 1 phases of hospital administration, i
Church News
sonage. Appointments for the week Portsmouth, N. H., will be the
HIT NO. 1
Benjamin F. Smith, as the pre of carnations with five one-dollar with authority and responsibility to
son, Harry Moody, five grandchil
Mass will be celebrated at St. dren and nine great grandchildren. sent generation saw him came
include: Boy Scout Troup 206 speaker.
bills in it. was donated by the Lady interpret and carry out the policies
meets on Monday at 7, while the
James’ Catholic Church Sunday
Funeral services will be held within that classification known as Lions and won by Mrs. Phobe of the hospital as authorized by j
Den Chiefs meet at the parsonage
The more thc average politician
9 a. m.
Saturday at 2 p. m. from the Gil a delightful gentleman of the old Small.
the governing board.
at 3 in the afternoon. Wednesday gets out of office, (he more he likes
Services at St. John’s Episcopal bert C. Laite Funeral Home, Cam school. To the last his mind was
-aBo.’se with the hote of
These Lady Lions assisting at the
Adequate and efficient personnel,
the Woman's Association meets at to stay in.
keen and alert, keenly grasping the card party were Mrs. R. N. Abbott
Church Sunday morning, 8 o’clock den.
redikin vengtactel
properly organized and competent
i
3 for its monthly session, and circle
day’s financial problems and pos Mrs. Akers, Mrs. L. E. Coffin, Mrs.
with Sunday School at 10 a. m.
ly supervised. Organized medical
supper will be served at 6.15. The
Loyality is all very fine, but the
Many walkers killed in motor sessing a prophetic vision on issues
Eleven o’clock service at the Bap
Christi Dimitri, Mrs. Raymond Fo staff of ethical, competent physi
same evening the quarterly session fellow who will lie for you is apt
tist Church Sunday, Rev. Fitzpat- vehicle accidents contribute to their which had a vital concern for the garty, Mrs. Keith Goldsmith, Mrs. cians and surgeons.
of the Church Council will convene to lie to you.
»
WitfK 9SSKT
rick. Pastor, subject "The Steadfast' own fate by inattention or by im- public.
Gerald Grant, Mrs. Fred Harden,
Accurate, complete medical recSSHOS Rl'S
All who met him marveled at his
Paith.” Evening service "The Bible ■ proper use of the roadway. A maSCARLET:
Jr., Mrs. Jasper Hardy, Mrs. Ar- | orjs> readily accessible for research
Speaks to You and Me.” Wednes- j J°r fault in rural areas is walking amazing memory and the clear and thur Jordan, Mrs. William Koster,1 and follow-up. Regular group con-I
SUNDAY, MONDAY
TODAY—BRIAN DONLEVY
day Ladies Circle at 2 p. m., fol- with, instead of facing traffic. Six graphic faculty with which he Mrs. Nelson, Mrs. Neil Novicka, j fercuces of the administrative staff
lowed by the regular 6 b’clock sup-1 pedestrians were killed in Maine could recount incidents that oc Mrs. Toiva Suomela ar.d Mrs. Lome j and of the medical stafT for reand TUESDAY
“Hoodlum Empire”
per. Wedco Club meets Friday night [ during Janunary and Fabruary curred three-quarters of a century Wedlock.
j viewing activities and results so as
ago. He attended dances and other
at the Church vestry.
; 1952.
1
1
= I to maintain a high plane of sciensocial gatherings at his extremely
promoters of a countless variety of tific efficiency. A humanitarian [
I
advanced
age.
and
had
never
lesPOLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
l sened in the sympathy for youth as enterprises some of which had the spirit—the primary consideration;
virtue of being genuine public in- being the best care of the patient. |
■'TM
is often the tendency in old age.
ICIMMLOItl
THS GREATNESS..
THE
GREATI(ESS..
stitutions, while others were merely!
____________
Here in Knox County many eviTHE GLORY...
fads, or. to put it on a broader ba- Practice motor manners as you i BRIAN DONLEVY SIG YOUNG
] dences of his generosity are to be
VIRGINIA GREY ANDY DEVINE |
sis, were sometimes frauds.
I
drive.
OF THE UNTAMED
| found; the extent of his private
Mr. Smith handled the tremen- i Keep yourself and others folks, ROBERT HUTTON
NORTHWEST
charities was known only to those
Ttnr uiKvsoH
dous accumulation of family mil-,
alive.
FRONTIER!
who were associated w’ith them in
lions with the business judgment Courtesy's
contagious—that
we
MONDAY, MARCH 31, 1952
a business way and was always
which had characterized him in the 1
know.
closely guarded. Often referred to
days when the Smith interests I Start an epidemic—watch it grow.
Is The Day
X NEW TYPE, OF WESTERN
as the richest man in New Eng
...with Special Music’
were those of the pioneers and
land he was naturally the target
pathfinders and connected with
PLACE—WATTS HALL
HIT NO. 2
of those who sought charity and by
some of the nation’s most momen
TIME—10 A. M. to 6 P. M.
tous problems.
ootR**1
His was a career which has had
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
few equals in history.
Every Evening at 8.00. Matlneea
(The End)
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.

GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

i

T' THE OLOrf... '
f

VOTERS
OF THOMASTON

J---- ---

JAMES STEWART.
^V IIHI ARTHUR KENNEDY
JULIA ADAMS
ROCK HUDSON

WALDO theatre

-VOTE FOR—
ALFRED M.

STROUT

"I don’t believe in signs,” said
Will.
[He passed a Stop sign— Exit Bill! '
------- --------- -- --- ------------------------ I

FOR MODERATOR
ROBERT

H.

BLAKE

THEODORE GUTOSKE

FOR SELECTMEN
ARNOLD M.

BRYANT

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
442 MAIN ST,
TEL. 7«1
51-8-tf

L. S.

MORSE

FOR ASSESSOR
WALTER J.

STRONG

FOR SCHOOL COMMITTEE
It Is Your Privilege To Vote
It Is Your Duty To Vote

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE.

Theatre

TODAY—S120 CASH NIGHT
Plus a Delightful Comedy

FINDERS KEEPERS”
With Tom Ewell. Julia Adams
and GENE AUTRY in

FOR TOWN CLERK
F.

Camden

' HILLS OF UTAH”

GAME PARTY

And a Brand New Action
Adventure Serial—Chap. 1

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

“Mysterious Island”

At the

American Legion Home
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood’s Taxi
Station, Winter St., at 7.00 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.

3-8-tI

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Savage Screams—Streaking
Arrows—the Bugles Blare in

“BUGLES IN THE
AFTERNOON”

with
Ray Miliand, Helena Carter
In Golden Technicolor

X

TODAY, SATURDAY
MARCH 29
Double Feature:
Geo. Montgomery, Gale Storm
Jerome Courtland
Noah Beery, Jr., in
“THE TEXAS RANGERS”
In Cinecolor
also on the program
The “Bowery Boys” in
“GHOST CHASERS”

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MARCH 30-31
Tony Martin, Janet Leigh
Gloria DeHaven
Ann Miller, Eddie Bracken in
“TWO TICKETS TO
BROADWAY”
In Technicolor

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
APRIL 1-2-3
JANE WYMAN in
“THE BLUE VEIL"
With Charles Laughton
Joan Blondell. Richard Carlson

Agnes Moorehead, Don Taylor
Andrey Totter

Bend
- OF THE
River

starring

Veronica LAKE
Zachary SCOTT
Arturo
de CORDOVA

With LORI NELSON • JAY C. FLIPPEN • STEPIN’ FETCHIT

Coming Soon—“SINGING IN THE RAIN’
Produced by Ol.llo Rub.o, Jr • Directed by Steve
Sekely • Original Screenplay by Weds Root
Released by Lippert Pictures. Ine.

Sunday, Cont. 3 to 10.50
Last Complete Show 8.10
Monday, 2.00—625—7.50

ENDS SATURDAY

WATCH FOR DATES SOON

A.

‘♦Aaron Slick From
Punkin Crick”
(In Technicolor)

-SET-

ROCKLAND

r*
Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 29, 1952
A Stork Shower

Social Matters
M Sgt. Richard Ellingwood join
ed Mrs. Ellingwood and son Rich
ard, Jr., Wednesday at the home
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Almon
M. Young where they had been
visiting for several days. They will
all return to Fort Hancock, N J.
1 Vn Sunday. They motored to Win
terport this morning to spend the
day with his mother, Mrs. William
A. Ellingwood.

The Maine Woman's Club of
New York will meet Saturday. April
5, at the “Maine Maid," Jericho,
Long Island. N. Y. A musical pro
gram has been arranged by Mrs.
Marcia E. Yorke and will be fol
lowed by afternoon tea.
Dr. and Mrs. B E. Flanders who
have been vacationing at Daytona
Beach, Fla., have returned home.

Miss Anne Blackington, Mrs.
Mrs. Forest Spencer of Machias
John G. Snow, Mrs. Benjamin
is guest of her sister, Mrs. Robert
Dowling and Miss Gladys Blethen
Paul, Sr., Ingraham Lane.
left Friday morning for a 10 days’
motor trip to Williamsburg, Va.
Mrs. John M. Richardson was
hostess to Wednesday Night Club
The Odds and Ends of the Con
for dessert bridge. Prizes in auc gregational Church met Thursday
tion were won oy Mrs. Donald Per night in the church parlors with
ry, Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mrs. Mrs. Maizie Newcomb, Mrs. Flor
Louis B. Cook. Mrs. Ray A. Foley ence Post and Mrs. Helen Plummer
won the traveling prize.
as hostesses. At the business meet
Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Brown, Sr.,
ik and Mrs. Carlyle Brown, Jr„ left
Tuesday morning by automobile
for Ludowici, Ga., where they were
called by the serious illness of Mrs.
Brown, Jr.’s grandmother, Mrs. Co| ra Horne. While there they will be
1 guests of Mrs. Brown's mother,
Mrs. Marion Rodenbaugh.

ing Mrs. Carolyn Reichel and Mrs.
Inez Harden were chosen to be cochairmen of the Odds and Ends
card party to be held in the Fall.
Mrs. Madlene Jackson was named
chairman of the plant table for the
Fair. It was decided that as the
next meeting falls on Maundy
Thursday they would meet at the
church and attend evening service
in a group. The remainder of the
evening was spent working on
Christmas tags.

Mr. and Mrs Edward D. Chisholm
have returned
from Whitman,
Mass., where they attended the fu
neral services of Mrs. Chisholm's
The Spring meeting of Chapin
father, Edward J. Hart.
Class, is Tuesday April 8.

Horace Benner of 97 Limerock | Mrs. Ray Foley, Mrs. Wilfred
street is a surgical patient at Knox Mullen, Mrs. James Brazier and
Hospital for the next 10 days.
Mrs. Clinton Robinson were in
Bangor Thursday to attend the
' Mrs. Wesley C. Comstock is j quarterly meeting of the Maine
spending the week-end with her I Diocesian Council of Catholic Wo
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. :dut men and luncheon at the Penob
Mrs. A. W. Smith and her mother, scot Hotel.
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey in West
Mrs. Joshua N Southard enter
Somerville, Mass.
tained at an Open House and Tea
A surprise party was given at I Thursday afternoon from 2-4 at
the home of Mrs. Charles B Wood, her home on Ocean street honor
286 Limerock street, Wednesday ing Mrs. Lydia Storer who leaves
night honoring the birthday of next month for an extended visit
Mrs. Ruth Harvey. The honor with her son and daughter-in-law.
guests received many lovely gifts. Dr. and Mrs. John B. Storer in
The decorations were in blue and Los Alamos, N. M. The table was
white. Sandwiches, birthday cake attractive with lace cloth, and
j
and ice cream were served. Invited centerpiece of yellow jonquils
j
guests were Mrs. Agnes Hutchin- flanked by tall pale pink tapers.
4 son, Mrs. Dorothy Blastow, Mrs. The refreshments also carried out j
’’ E’hel Lavoie, Miss Daisy Hutch the color scheme of yellow and
inson. Mrs. Viola Wood, Mrs. Jeanne pink.
Wood, Miss Gloria Wood, Bliss
Comity Circle of the Universalist
Anne Wood, Miss Rosemary Ann
Wood and Mrs. Alice Hutchinson. Church wdll meet Thursday night,
April 3 at 6.33 in the vestry. Mis.
POSTPONED CONCERT —The Frances McLoon is chairman of the
Knox County Community Concert supper and Mrs. Maud Blodgett is
chairman of the program for the
with Denis Harbour, artist, which
evening. Capt. N. W. Bard, U.S.N.,
was scheduled for March 17, has
(Ret.) will be the guest speaker.
been changed to Sunday at 3.15,
He will siieak on "His Impressions
March 30, at the Camden Opera
of Japan.’’
House.
38-39

UNION

SENTER-CRANE’S

Mrs. Florence Calde.-wood

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

This Week’s Hit Parade

BY COLUMBIA

Many Guests At Surprise
Party Given For Mrs.
David Estabrook
Mrs. David Estabrook (Ramona
Dew i was honored at a surprise
stork shower Thursday night given
by Mrs. David Knowlton and Miss
Betty Knowlton at their home at
Ingraham Hill.
The many dainty gifts were pre
sented to the honor guest in a basket decorated in pink and blue. |
Tiie dining room was decorated in
pastel shades of yellow, pink and
blue with a stork as a centerpiece
on the buffet table. The refresh
ments included two shower cakes
made by Mrs. Estabrook’s mother,I
Mrs. Lloyd Montgomery, one was
decorated in pink and the other in '
blue.
Invited guests were: Mrs. Ruth
Taylor, Mrs. Vera Mathieson, Mrs.
Inez Montgomery,
Mrs. Helen
Montgomery, Mrs. Geraldine Ever
ett. Mrs. Thelma Murray, Mrs
Geneva Elliott. Mrs. Mildred Wiley,
Mrs. Ellena Fredette, Mrs. Frances
i Montgomery, Mrs Effie Dyer, Mrs.
Ixiuise Ingraham, Mrs. Helen Mont
gomery, Mrs. Mary Butler, Mrs.
• Christol Butman, Mrs. Addie Rog- 1
1 ers, Mrs. Florence Young, Mrs.
j Sylvia Dow, Mrs. Cora Bergren,
Mrs. Cora Smith, Mrs. Ethel Payson, Mrs. Belle Robarts, Mrs. Jose
phine Knowlton,
Mrs. Shirley
Thompson, Mrs. Laura Buswell,
Mrs. Betty Benner, Mrs. Monica
Learned, Mrs. Lois Tarr, Mrs. Ed
na Heath, Mrs. Beulah Wotton.
Mrs. Bea Philbrook, Mrs. Carolyn
Wingate, Miss Louise Payson, Miss
Christine Carvarsan, Miss Marion
Rogers, Miss Alfreda Perry, Miss
Josephine Gustin, Miss Barbara
Knowlton, Miss Mildred Sherman,
Miss Laura Hyvari, Miss Doris Ingerson and Miss Patricia Selliger.
dies exemplified the 3d degTee and
a short program was presented.
P.T.A. To Meet

P.T.A. meets Wednesday, April
2, at 7 30 p. m. at High School. The
Union Woman’s Club is sponsoring
the subject “Narcotics" with Rev.
John Baxter, speaker. All mem
bers are urged to be present. The
P.T.A. of Warren and Washington
are guests also for the evening
Senior class presents their play
“A Pair of Country Kids" Friday
April 4, at Seven Tree Grange Hall.
—

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
_
Telephone 250
Mr. and Mrs. E. Ashley Walter.
Jr„ Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Daw,
Stanley Waltz. Jasper (Stahl, Thom
as Bragg, Leonard Bidwell and
Philip Weston, are in Bangor at
tending the Republican Convention.
Miss Doris Levensaler, Boston,
Mass., spent the week-end at her
home on Friendship street.
Mrs. Henrj’ Hilton was hostess to
the Rai-Shi Club this week.
Good Luok Rebekah Lodge will
meet Tuesday night. Mrs. Fannie
Gray has charge of refreshments.
Mrs. Mildred Damon and Mrs.
Jessie Lowell are in Bangor.
Mrs. Madeline Hilton will enter
tain the WE-SO Club Friday night.

Mrs. Doris Miller, as a leader, at
tended a ladies’ farm bureau meet
ing in Waldoboro Thursday.
CRY
by Johnny Raye
Margaret Gleason entertained the
Friendly B Club, postponed from
PLEASE, MR. SUN
by Johnny Raye
last week, Thursday evening.
BLACKSMITH BLUES
Cake and ice cream were served in
by Harry James
SOUTH HOPE
the dining room.
Miss Sarah Dennison of St.
BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION
Friendly Circle dinner for April
by Rose Marie Clooney
George spent a few days recently
will be served Tuesday, April 1.
with her sister, Mrs. Velma Hast
Seven
Tree
Grange
observed
la

It’s Fun
ings and family.
dies' night Wednesday. March 25,
Mrs. Chloe Mills and Mrs. Gladys
To Buy Records at
with 40 members present. Thc laMills were callers of Mrs. Annie
Senter Crane’s
Esancy and Miss Laura Fish TuesUargr, comfortable audition
' day in Rockland.
’4
booth.
Mrs. Jeanette Harris, Mrs. Hazel
[» Newest high-fidelity demon
EMBLEM CLUB
Hart and Mrs. Gertrude Meservey
stration players.
[• Competent, courteous person
were in Rockland Tuesday.
COOKED FOOD
nel.
Prof. Leland Hemenway of Simt* Large (and growing larger)
I inons College, Boston, was over
selection of records—AU 3
SALE
night guest Tuesday of his moth
speeds.
er, Mrs. Susie Hemenway.
>« We solicit orders for unusual
Today, March 29
Jesse Keller of Rockville was
records.
employed at the Hemenway home
1.00 P. M.
Wednesday.
The Red Cross was entertained
[
Record Dept.—Basement.
Burpee Furniture Store Wednesday
at East Union by Mrs.
» Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
Kay Guyette.
Ls%*♦**»♦♦♦♦»♦********♦********''
WHEEL OF FORTI NE
by Sammy Kaye

SENTER-CRANE’S

Distinctive
4-'' •.?

Handbags...........
These entirely new handsome Handbags are
made in an array of brilliant stripes or solid
colors.

Each containing a small coin purse of

matching material.

Sturdy, heavy canvas, yet

are feather light in your hand.

ROCKLAND AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
33«T*S‘6O

nW'

*
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CREIGHTON-DILLAWAY NUPTIALS
Children’s

Many years ago she came to
Marne and the walnut was shipped
to her. As the years pasaed. it laid
away in storage of their burn.
Her family grew up. her husband

Corner

j

and

■
I
I

Contest Notes
SCRAPBOOK FACTS
DANIEL BOONE

Principals in the Creighton—Dillaway wedding.

Miss Elaine Dillaway. daughter aston attended as matron of honor.
of Eugene H. and Pearl Dillaway, Everett Creighton of Thomaston,
and Franklin W. Creighton of brother of the bridegroom, attend
ed as best man.
Thomaston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The bride is a graduate of Cam
George Creighton of Milton, Mass., den High School and the Fisher
were married Saturday afternoon Business College of Boston. She
at tihe Rockport Baptist parsonage ia employed as a secretary.
by Rev. Carl Small.
The bridegroom is a graduate
The bride wore white Chantilly of Milton High School and the
lace over white satin and net Hyannis Maritime Academy. He is
ankle-length gown, writh a fingertip employed as a marine engineer.
veil cascading from a pearl-covered j Following the ceremony the
caplet. She carried a bridal bou- couple left on a wedding trip, the
quet of white carnations.
| bride wearing a fawn gabardine
Mrs. Everett Creigbhton of Thom- 1 suit with brown accessories.

WAS A ROUSING SUCCESS
Jackie Hupper Benefit Concert Attended
By 600, and Netted $518
The benefit concert for Jackie
Hupper of Port Clyde, given at the
Universalist Church Wednesday
night was a success that passed all
expectations. It was an outpouring
of people, heart and money, and
demonstrated anew the fundamen
tal kindness and generosity of the
American people when confronted
with a problem brought about by
tragedy and ' or disaster.
Spoil .ored by the Comity Circle,
Hugh Benner acted as chairman,
and the success was more than
largely due to his energetic and un
tiring efforts. The audience which
taxed the papacity of the auditori
um to its utmost showed warm re
sponse and appreciation for the
excellent program which is shown
below:
Soprano—
Come Thou Lovely May. Gluck
A Dream,
Grieg
Mrs. Marion Lermond, of Warren
Trumpet—
The Lily,
J- O. Casey
The Desert Song,
Romberg
Keith Monaghan, Port Clyde
Baritone—
Invictus.
Bruno Huhn
Captain Mac,
Sanderson
Robert E. Laite, Camden

In the early days of the 1900’s
before World Wars and Superman,
many of the small boys liked to
play a version of cow'boys and indians—small carts rigged up to
look like the prairie schooners• of
the early emigrants, bows and arrows, henfeathers stuck in the hair
for Indians and a large slouch hat
(usually Dad’s) resting on the ears
to represent the scouts of that day.
Eward S. Ellis, a prolific of that
day—stories of that day, brought
Daniel Boone, Deerfoot the Shawnee
Indian, who helped the white boys
and Simon Girty, the villainous
renegade scout who sought to help
enemy Indians destroy the white
man, to the young readers of the
time, the hero-scout Daniel Boone
is the chief figure of our story
today.
Daniel Boone, a true American
pioneer was born near Reading,
Pennsylvania in the year 1735. L3ter
in life he spent some time in North
Carolina.
In 1769. along with five compan
ions. he was captured by Indians,
but soon escaped. His brother, who
had traded the Indians and their
captives, came across Daniel and
they built a cabin there, in the wil
derness where they lived that Winter. The following May his brother
returned home, but Daniel preferred to stay alone there in the
forest.
His brother returned about two
months later to join him and they
agreed to emigrate with their families to Kentucky; but the opposition of the Indians rendered the
attempt unsuccessful.
Shortly after this a Carolina
company employed Boone to act as

J

their agent in purchasing land on
the southern side of the Kentucky j
River, and here in 1775, he built a j
stockade-fort where Boonesboro
now stands. It was attacked twice
in 1777 by the Indians. In 1778
Boone
was
again
captured,
but escaped in time to repel an- j

died, and she decidedd to dispoee of
the walnut so she sold lt to me.
It was in the rough—had not
been planed In one of the planks,
which did not show until It came
from the planer was a round-nosed
bullet of lead. There it was imbedded in that plank. How did it
get there? It had been there many
years. Who fired that shot? An
Indian scout like Daniel Boone,
a pioneer, a boy squirrel hunting?
We will never know, but what a
story it could tell. I shall keep that
‘ouvenlr as it is now. a part of a
hand-made walnut chest and will
be handed down to those who will,
like me, cherish the untold stories
hidden within its leaden shape.

A Close Race
-------

The B. P. W. Club’s Mock
Election Provided a Stir
__Jhg VVinnefS
------'The mock city election which was

j held at the regular meeting of the
j other Indian attack,
After Kentucky was admitted to ' Business and Professional Women's
the Union, Boone lost his lands on Club in the Farnsworth Workshop
account of a faulty title. Disheart Wednesday evening, resulted in a
ened he turned his steps towards close contest.
the great wilderness of Missouri,
The following candidates were
which did not become a United elected to the various offices: JuletStates territory till 1803.
tie Cross, City Council; M Lucille
Congress granted his claim to a Nason, school board; Marian Carr,
tract of land in 1812 in recogni warden; Helvi Hamalainen, ward
tion of the service rendered to his clerk.
country. Boone died in 1820 at
Nathalie Snow served as warden
Charette, a settlement in the Mis for the election, with Regina Chis
souri River.
holm and Dorothy Compton as bal
He was elected to the Hall of lot clerks. Eliza Steele assisted as
Fame—1S15. many writers, have ward clerk.
written biographies and words of
It was voted to send a donation
praise of Boone, this celebrated for the Susan B Anthony fund,
frontiersman including John James which amount was realized by do
Audubon, the noted naturalist and nations from members.
George Noel Gordon Byron the
Several members are planning to
English poet.
attend the Spring board meeting
In closing you might be inter which is to be held in Auburn
ested in a short page story—A few March 29.
years ago I purchased over 500 feet
The president announced that a
of black walnut from a lady, who 1 nominal comnuttee will be elect
came from southern Ohio near the |
at the next meeting
' b°r(7er of Kentucky,
It was also announced that Mrs.
| ^'le Married a man from Maine Flora Cullen will give a demon
j anc^ 15 a wedding gift her father stration on fundamentals in meth
! eu^ down two large walnut trees ods of painting.
on their farm, had them sawed into
I boards, planks and turning pieces
The people who sneer at sucess
\ ^a^er
be manufactured into fur- are apt to measure it by the stand
ard of their own littleness.
n‘ture f°r their future home,

The lord’s Prayer,
Malotte
Homing,
del Riego
A Polish Lullaby,
Miss Charmain Hurd,
Tenant’s Harbor
Organ and PianoFantasy.
Deinerest
Mrs. Natalie Snow.
Miss Dorothy Lawry
|
Accompanists were: Mrs. Alcada
Hall Desjardins for Mrs. Cross;
,
Mrs. Bess Battey Gowdy for Mrs.
I
Lermond; Mr. Benner for Mr. Mon
aghan. Mr. Hupper and Mr. Snow; formed as if inspired. Heard on
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn for Mr. every side at the end of the con
Laite; Mis. Nettie Averill for Mrs. cert were remarks to this effect—
Jane Foley and Mrs. Doris Foley; “Every number was good’’—abso
Miss Lawry and Mrs. Betty Shes lutely true, and rare praise for a
ler, organ and piano, for Mr. Smith; program of such length . and a
and Roger Dow for Miss Hurd.
group of such varied artists.
During intermission while the
Remarks were heard all around
silver collection was being taken, commending the singers for their
Mr. Benner at the piano and Miss excellent diction and the instru
LawTy at the organ played two mentalists for their style and color.
numbers—When Day Is Done and All the artists projected their num
The Desert Song.
bers with deep feeling, in keeping
Due to the length of the program, with the occasion. And yet there
it is not possible to touch upon each was a delightful informality about
number which deservedly should be the occasion—the artists ar.d the
done, because of the marked worth audience came together in a warm
present in them all. However, it is and friendly atmosphere. It was
not amiss to mention Mrs. Cross a heart warming experience—one
who showed her interest and sym not to be lightly forgotten.
pathy in the occasion to make the
The Invocation was offered by
Soprano—
Ah! Non Credea Mirarti from trip from Augusta to lend her love Rev. Millard Gile, of Tenant's Har
“La Sonjiambula."
Bellini ly voice and winsome charm in the bor. Mrs. Gladys S. Heistad, music
Tl B3cio (The Kiss),
Arditi program. Her success was shared editor of The Courier-Gazette, was
Florence Rendell Cross, Augusta
by her accompanist, Mrs. Desjar program announcer for the evening.
Piano—
The ushers were: Judith Hud
Fantasy Impromptu.
Chopin dins, herself an accomplished mu
Ballade in A-f'.at,
Chopin sician.
son. Carol Gray, Caroline Bray, and
Alan Hynd. Cushing
Alan Hynd, too, comes in for spe Mary St. Peter.
Tenor—
cial mention since there are few
Rev. John Smith Lowe at inter
One Alone,
Romberg
Morning,
Oley Speaks pianists in this section with his mission made a very strong and
ability. In addition to studyng sincere appeal, then he and Rev.
Paul SnowIn termission
with private teachers, he has stud Charles Monteith, Rev. Merle Con
Vocal Duet—
ied at Eastman School of Music. ant, and Rev. John L. Sawyer acted
Ave Maria.
Schubert Rochester, N. Y The Chopin num
as collection ushers. This collec
O Nights of Splendor.
Mrs. Jane Foley, Mrs. Doris Foley bers came from his hands with style j tion resulted in $393. Mrs. Martha
and beauty of conception. Marked Senter. and Mrs. Ruth Fogarty were
Soprano—
Were My Songs with Wings Pro interest was also shown in Joel in charge of the fudge sale; this
vided.
Reyaldo Hahn Hupper, a cousin of Jackie Hup netted $48. Outside contributions
Love’s In My Heart, Woodman
per’s, a Summer resident in Mar received before the concert $77. A
Mrs. Cross
tinsville, and a student at Bowdoin grand total of $518 was presented to
Flute—
Andante in C (unaccompanied).
College, where he is a prominent Jackie yesterday by Hugh M. BenMozart figure in the colleges musical ac nr, president of Comity Circle.
Arioso,
Bach tivities.
Contributions are still ooming in;
Joel Hupper
His evident musicianship was en Mr. Benner will gladly receive any
Piano—
The Glow Worm.
.Lincke hanced by the exquisite tone he . contributions and turn them over
(by request of Jackie Hupper)
produced, so lovely that the lack to Jackie to be added to the con
Hugh Benner
of accompaniment in his first num cert fund.
Baritone—
ber was not missed. He prefaced
A tape recording was made of
The Blind Ploughman.
Hall-Clark his numbers with informal remarks the concert by Harlan Bragdon of
None But the Lonely Heart,
pertaining to the compositions Tenant’s Harbor. This will be
Tchaikovsky j
taken up and played for Jackie at
which added interest.
William T. Smith, Thomaston
Suffice to say, every artist per- the Mae Murray Nursing Home.
Soprano—
The committee which worked
with Hugh Benner to arrange and
present this concert were: Rev.
SPRING IS HERE - - - John Smith Lowe. DD, Mrs. Robert
ARE YOU ALL PREPARED?
W Hudson, Paul E. Snow, Mrs. Wil
Remember Us For
bur Senter, Mrs Raymond Fogarty
of Rockland, William T. Smith, Jr.,
Sales and Service on Lawn Mowers
Darold Hocking, Thomaston, Rev.
John L. Sawyer. Martinsville, and
and Garden Tractors
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton M Hunnewell
of Tenant’s Harbor.
Inboard Motors with Reverse Gears
Mr. Benner wishes to thank each
for Small Boats
and everyone who contributed in
V Belts, Pulleys, Steel Chain and Sprockets
any way to make this concert such
a
huge success.
EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
Benediction was given by Rev.
342 PARK STREET
ROOKLAND, MAINE
John Smith Lowe—By Gladys S
39-8-tf
Heistad.

Easter Coloring Contest
Below are the rules governing the coloring contest which is
to consist of four pictures, similar to the one used today. If you
are in the age group given, then join the Easter coloring contest
and win a cash award.

Same Far Jane and Dabby . ..
This is the Second Coloring Contest Picture in the series of four.
1. Contest limited to boys and giris between the ages of 6 and 10.
2. All entries must be received on or before April 21, 1952, to be
eligible.
3. Paints or crayons may be used to color the pictures.
4. Prizes awarded on the basis of neatness, accuracy and ap
pearance. Judges’ decisions final.
5. In case of a tie, prizes will be awarded at tbe discretion of
the judges.
6. Employees of this newspaper and their families not eligible.
THE CHILDREN’S CORNER.

STOP!

LOOK!

LISTEN!

STYLE SHOW and CARD PARTY
Wednesday April. 2—8 P. M.
At the American Legion Home
Benefit Pine Tree Society for
Crippled Children and Adults
(Sponsored by Rockland Junior Women's Club)
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taken off the air; somehow they
are always the crucial test as to
exactly what takes place
"Last Tuesday I sang In Springfield with the orchestra and Har
vard Glee Club in the Brahms Al
to Rhapsody. This work is just my
meat' and I had a great success
with it. It always means so much
to me to turn in a good perform
ance if my parents are around, for
they just take pleasure in it. It is
wonderful to be able to give it to
them, though Dad is my most se
vere critic.
"You speak of Denis Harbour—
he's really a very fine person and
a good s.nger. I haven't heard him
in about three years He won the
Metropolitan auditions, you know
However, with the new ‘regime
under Bing. I do not think he is
still on the roster.
"My schedule includes another
oncert at the University of Ala
bama on March 31st, and the Head
ot the Department of Music writes
me that Rose Palma:, who lives
nearby in Mobile, says she knew
when we both were working with
Mmc. Schumann in Rockport, and
looks forward to seeing me again.
Then I have to be In Boston for
iehearsals April 8 and 9 and per
formances on the 10th, 12th and
13tlf. with the Boston Symphony
under Charles Munch, to do Bach's
Passion according to St. John.
“I haven’t approached Bing and
am not too anxious to. I would
love to go to Europe for a couple of
months of opera, and then try my
wings in the roles outside of New
York. Well, we’ll see!”
The Rose Palmai of whom Mary
speaks was a lovely Southern girl,
much as we romantically picture
Southern girls. Softly round, gen
tle in manner, and lovely dark eyes
and creamy complexion. I have for
gotten with whom she lived during
those days in Rockport, but am
sure there will be several in town
who will remember her. Mary has
promised to write about the meet
ing and if she does, I’ll pass along
her report.

adventure in sharing with you great
music sung by college students rep
resenting all America. Members
from the Girls' and Men's Glee
Clubs of Boston University com
bine for the European Tour to pre
sent a program of sacred and se
cular works of the outstanding com
posers. both ancient and modern.
They will sing, individually, com
positions written lor female voices
and for male voices, and will then
combine in selections for mixed
chorus.
Each of thes, roups has toured
separately and is well known in
excellence of quality, subtle blend...g a td delicate interpretation un
der the direction of Dr. James R.
Houghton, conductor, who is also
chairman of the department of
church music and professor of vocal
music at Boston University. Dr.
Houghton is internationally known
for his fine choral conducting and
has gained prominence as one of
the country's leading bass-baritones
having appeared in concerts both
in the United States and Germany.
In addition to conducting the Glee
Clubs, he conducts the Seminary
Singers from the School of Theol
ogy of Boston University, and the
all-University Chorus of 300 voices
"For their Spring tour each year,
the two Glee Clubs combine to give
audiences over a 2,000-mile trail of
music the benefit of their fine
singing. In recent years, the group
has toured all of the New England
states. New York. Pennsylvania,
New Jersey. West Virginia, Mary
land. Virginia. Delaware and Wash
ington, D. C As well as the annual
tour, the Glee Clubs give many
concerts in greater Boston both as
Don't forget the final Community
a mixed group and as separate Concert to be given Sunday, March
clubs.
30, in Camden Opera House, preIn 1951 the Cultural Leadership
Harfx)Ur, eminent
project of the Air Force Chaplain bass-baritone. This is the concert
cy, under the personal direction of postponed from the 17th due to
Major Gen. Charles I. Carpenter, Mr Harbour's illness. (I under
this group toured the air fields sUad ’that-the New York head
along the Atlantic seaboard of the quarters has been about crazy
U. S. The Air Force Chaplaincy, these past weeks because of can
working with Lieutenant Gen. Laucellations of concerts due to so
ris Norstad. Commander-in-chief of much illness among the artists—
the Allied Air Forces in Central apparently this grippe “bug" has
Europe under the Supreme Head been extremely prevalent in the
quarters of the Allied Powers in more congested areas.)
Europe, and Col. William Bailey.
Also attention is being called to
Personnel Services Officer, Hgs. U. the fact that anyone purchasing a
S. A. F. E„ is sponsoring this 1952
season ticket for the 1952-53 Com
European tour—the first such pro munity Concerts at this time is
ject in history.”
priveleged to attend this concert in
While space does not permit en Camden as a bonus. More complete
tire showing of the program the , details of this announcement may
group is presenting, there are such , be obtained by contacting Beulah
numbers as "Judge Me, O God” I Ames, tel. Rockland 843-M.
(Psalm
XLIII)
'Mendelssohn);
“Beautiful Saviour” iF. Melius' The Rubinstein Club has anChristiansen,) A Mighty Fortress nounced its annual Spring concert
Is Our God” (Martin Luiher); for May 9
wjy a^ain pe at the
"Sing Unto God" from “Judas Mac- Congregational Church, and Nettie
cabaeus” 1 Handel 1; "Battle Hymn Bjrd prost will direct the program
of the Republic (Steffe); Where
she did last year, and which was
E er You Walk
(Handell The such a pronounced success Ar.HaLelujah Chorus from "The Mes- nouncements of artists will be givsiah" (Handel). The program be- en it a later date.
gins with the Star Spangled Ban....
ner and closes with the Boston
In a Boston Symphony program
University Hymn (Alma Mater).
sent me last week I note that Alice
* • « •
Farnsworth was the soprano in
I wrote to Mary Davenport after Verdi's "Requiem” and Psalmus
her glorious performance on the Hungarieus (Zoltan Kodalyi given
Sylvan Levin Opera Hour over by the Handel and Haydn Society,
FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTO WOR on a recent Sunday, and in a Thompson Stone, conductor, last
MOBILE INSURANCE CO.
letter just received from her, she Sunday, March 23.
Concord, N. H.
* • * •
says:
ASSETS DEC 31. 1861
"I am delighted to know that you
Arturo
Toscanini
was 85 last
Bonds,
$1,248.21455
Stocks.
4255325were able to catch the broadcast. Tuesday The magazine section of
Real Estate Owned.
3384505It was a good show, and I am cur the New York Times of March 23
ious to hear the records which were carried a fascinating article about
Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate,
Cash and Bank Deposits.

It is always a joy to know what
youth is doing in music, especially
when the knowledge has a local
touch. In this case It is Wendell
Hodgkins, son of Wendell A. Hodg
kins. a former Rockland boy. and
his lovely wife. Abce It had come
to me indirectly that young Wendell
was prominent In musical activi
ties at Boston University, so I con
tacted the parents to get a "story”
and a delightful letter has come
from Wen and Alice
•'When Wendell entered college
he tried out and was accepted as
second tenor in the Men's Olee
Club Each Spring they have had a
tour which we thought wonderful,
giving conceris each day in many
d.fferent cities east of the Missis
sippi but this year they were cho
sen tc go on a cultural mission' to
Army Air Force bases in England.
Prance and Germany.
“The group could only be 30 In
number, and there were lot- stu
dents in the two clubs—-Men's Glee
Club and the Girls' Glee Club
Wendell has accompanied the Men’s
Glee Club for three years, but there
were music students who would like
to have had his jab (he is in the
College of Liberal Arts at B U., not
in the College of Music.)
“Eventually after thorough try
out, 13 girls and 14 men. Wendell
as accompanist, and the leader. Dr
Houghton, with his wife as chap
erone, were chosen to make the
party.
"Then came a period of inten
sive rehearsals, and the group left
Boston, March 13. for Westover
Field, near Springfield, where they
gave a concert that night. My sis
ter, who lives in Sprmgfield, attend
ed, and said it was magnificent.
Then early the next morning they
flew, via Newfoundland for Liver
pool, England. They expect to be
back some time over the next week
end—March 28-30. I think the en
closed booklet will give you other
information you may wish.
"Of course we feel proud of Bos
ton University being chosen over
other New England colleges to be
sent abroad, and also personally
proud that Wendell was musician
enough to be included. When at
home he is organist and choir di
rector of our Winthrop Baptist
Church, and does a lot of extra ac
companying here and there. Oh,
one other thing—the g-roup was an
ticipating that they were to have
Eisenhower present at a concert. '
• • • •
The booklet sent contains much
interesting information about the
trip, known as a cultural leadership
project and sponsored by the U. S
Air Force, under the personal direction of Lieutenant General Lauris Norstad, Commander-in-Chief
of the Allied Air Forces in Central
Europe, and Major General Charles
I. Carpenter, Chief of Air Forces
Chaplain.
Quoting from the booklet: ''In
meeting the Boston University Glee
Clubs on its European Tour, you
are participating in a unique ‘first’
of the United States Air Force and
Boston University, a co-operative

Other Assets.

$1590831.65
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses.
$303,935 38
Reserve lor Lors Adjust
ment Expenses.
44864.56
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
169833 55
Reserve for Taxes.
23.729 91
AU Other Liabilities,
1322320
Total Liabilities,
$559,487 70
Total Assets,

Unassigned Funds
(Surplus*.
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
Total,

1,031,446 96

1.03184696
$1 590934 69
33-S-39

CONTINENTAL ASSURANCE CO.
Chicago, Illinois

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
Real Estate,
$14,110.01125
Mortgage Loans.
34.425.733 80
Collateral Loans.
129800 69
Stocks & Bonds.
134.026.790.48
Cash in Office & Bank, 5522.041.06
Agents’ Balances,
(-) 295.16024
Bills Receivable,
3.769 05
Interest & Rents,
1890917.28
Other Assets.
14.673.722 87

Less items

Gross Assets.
not ad

$204,286,026.21

mitted.

(-) 16354754

Admitted.
$204.440573.75
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1951
Pending Claim Reserve, $3,464,12191

Statutory Policy Res., 160,408.196.00
Other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over &

Liabilities,

Total Liabilities Sc
Surplus,

23991,70623

5,000,000.00

11565560.61
$204,449573 75
33-6-38

Tuesday-Thursday-Safurday

A REMEMBERED DOORWAY

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

Commander Reed Saw One In Movies—
Took Him Back To France

John M. Richardson

This picture shows the aftermath of a tragic incident in the life story of the steamer City of Bangor.
Will some good friend of this column tel! the readers the details of the misfortune which overtook the vessel
on June 18, 1913 and what the pa^es of history held for her during the remaining 20 years of her life afloat.
Photo courtesy Capt. Walter E. Scott.

ROCKLAND GIRLS IN RUSSIA
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dames and cupolas agalnat the sky
And above the fortress, a living,
scarlet flame, the red flag, which
i l , the symbol of the new order in
x Russia, Illuminated by the reflec-

irst Hand Impressions Of the Soviet tionbetow. And at the loot of the
walls, the simple tomb of Lenin.
Republic Given By One Of Them
(To be continuedi
OWL’S HEAD

(By Mary Hall)

Mrs Isabelle Flaherty who spent
the Winter in Waltham, Mass, has
returned and is residing in the
Mae Holt house.
The regular monthly meeting of
the School Improvement League
will be held at the town hall
Wednesday night, April 2 at 7
p m Four representatives of the
Department of Education, Augusta.
will present a skit pertaining to
education. AU interested persons
are welcome to attend.

Sitting alone in a movie theatre
What saved me was the fact that
when a picture of some familiar none of us had anything but the
street or square is flashed upon the vaguest idea of what anybody
might be trying to say to anybody
screen, either in the news reels or else due to our language difficul
as.part of the background for the ties It developed however, as the
day's feature, seme of us oldsters evening progressed, that Mimi's
get a thrill which Is not a part of old gentleman was really somebody
the program.
and knew personally one or two
We see. perhaps, a doorway, former admirals In the U. S. Navy
which is Just a doorway without we were supposed to represent. This
any special significance to most of complicated matters a bit and the
the audience, but to us is something skipper had to do some of the fast
more, for it is a doorway through est talking of his career in order to
which we have passed many years keep our international relations
ago, and it opens on a memory from being shipwrecked. In the
which is real and not a product of meantime the music played, the
Hollywood. Instantly we are back lights glittered and we toasted ev
there, where we were so long ago, erybody from the defunct Czar of
with all the intervening years mag Russia to Calvin Collidge and the
ically wiped away and we live again Marquis de Lafayette.
in a brief moment of recaptured
All this came back to me in a
I youth, a story which Is all our own. rush of memory, when a picture of
Thirty-four years ago I was at the entrance to Maxim’s restaurant
Maxim's in Paris. I had a fat wad in Paris was Hashed on the screen
of French francs in my pocket and recently, and I wonder of others,
10 days' leave. Beside me on the besides myself, get these double
leather covered bench against the features on a single bill. It doesn’t
wall, sat a chic little French girl have to be a doorway which opens
and because she could speak about on the past A street down which
as much English as I could French we have strolled in former years
we were having a very interesting will do as well, or a park bench
conversation. We didn't need an in where, once upon a time, we may
terpreter for we understood each have lingered. Anything will do
other perfectly well in everything provided it Is familiar and has re
that really mattered.
mained unchanged through the
Her name, she said, was Mimi, years.
which was all right with me, and
It is something like getting an
her escort for the evening was a unexpected dividend which Memory
beautifully tailored old gentleman pays us oldsters on an almost for
who sat across the table in front gotten investment which wc made
of us and paid all the bills. She many years ago.
called him Papa, and that was all
G. H. Reed
right too.
There had been a moment, earlier
PORT CLYDE
in the evening, when Mimi had
looked at me with question in her 1 ftiul Dalrymple of Blue Hill Ob
enigmatic eyes and I had answered servatory, Milton, Mass., who re
it by smiling and shaking my head. ported to work Monday with
She shrugged her pretty shoulders Weather Bureau Atlantic weather
and looked relieved. So did her project, was guest of his parents,
gentleman friend. After that gaity Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dalrymple at
at our table was uncomplicated and Marshall Point over the week-end.
practically untrammeled.
Mr and Mrs J Stoness Harford
I had two shipmates with me, of Boston spent the week-end with
one of whom was the Captain of
relatives at the New Ocean House.
our ship then tied up at a pier in
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Wayne Steele
Bassens. We were all in uniform and
of Newport, R. I., have been guests
as far as Mimi and her Papa were
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thomp
concerned we had just won a war
son.
They attended funeral services
for France, and nothing was too
of Mr. Jennie Harvey at Rockland.
good for us.

As there were 300 of us, we felt the poor dears did their best. Our
no fear of the fierce-looking Rus dinner that night, was something—
sians and really had a lot of fun. pink champagne, and cocktails for
If I had read “Fortune" before I 70 cents. The cabbage soup was
took that train ride, I would not very good and so were the little
have felt so happy. For last year pastries stuffed with meat. The
there were 62.000 collisions and ac chicken had its head on and ta ted
cidents. 7000 locomotives destroyed like boiled owl
The caviar was
and 65.050 cars smashed up.
scried in soup bowls As the cruise
If an engineer has an accident, members paid $350 for a smaU tin,
he is shot, so they arc all jittery. we must have been served ten dol
However, nothing happened to us lars worth I like it very much—
and we arrived safely in Moscow. ice cold with tasty crackers, but
Duo-Stork Shower
We had no meals on the train but not served that way. All the
A stork shower honoring Mrs.
they served us with hot tea and waiters marched in with the des Irene Bray and Mrs. Maxine Bray
the Kungsholm people brought sert.
was given Monday night by Mrs
along oranges and bottled water.
They carried tall baskets, with Alice Woodman and Mrs. Lillian
We stayed at the very best hotel big tows of pink ribbon. The bas Lindsey at Mrs. Lindsey's home.
in Moscow—the Metropole.
kets were stuffed with paper with a The many gifts were presented in
It must have been very elegant few little cakes on top. As that a pink and blue decorated bassi
in the old days with all the gold simple, dinner took hours to net Refreshments of sandwiches,
paint and red velvet. Breakfast sene, I said I didn't want any ice cake and coffee and punch were
was served on our arrival. No style cream. Our girl guide, who was served. Those present were Mrs.
In the circumstances we were all'
at all. it tasted all right, but it with us always, was horrified, as Helen Buckminster, Mrs. Miriam set for a large evening of the kind
took them hours to serve it. Before if ice cream was a great luxury. Isbell, Mrs. Amanda Ross, Mrs. and type many veterans of World
going to Ru-sia Martha and I read Our waiter had one eye and looked Virginia Morang, Mrs. Nina Perry, War I will remember, but my per
"Kapoot” by Carveth Wells (Ka- like a coal heaver.
Mrs. Irene Raynes, Mrs. Mary verted sense of humor nearly
poot means busted).
was
dizzy
most
of
the
time
as
Epps, Mrs. Ruth Farrell, Mrs. queered the set up before we really
I
We were much amused with the the bottled water was too fizzy and Tillie Hooper, Mrs. Helen Kaler. got started.
book, but we found many things the Russian wine was too potent Sending gifts but unable to attend
Mimi had introduced her com
kapoot in Russia. On the way up I and, oh, the vodka! just like were: Mrs. Mary Dyer, Mrs Kay panion as General Something or
Philbrook, Mrs. Bertha Perry, Miss Other and told me privately he was
to our room the big elevator got canned wild'fire!
Dorothy Maddocks and Mrs. Myra a Russian Duke. Of course, I didn't
stuck on the fourth floor. A half
I don’t see how the books ever 1 Scammon.
believe this, and not to be outdone,
hour later we did arrive at our
balance at that hotel. We weren’t j
I retaliated by introducing our
room which was magnificent!
allowed to have any Russian rubles 1
Skipper as Grand Chancellor of the
There were eight chairs with
BURKETTVILLE
so had to pay about ten times as '
Knights of Pythias and Noble
carved tacks,’ three green velvet
The
auction
held
at
Appleton
much for everything. Mr Van '
Grand of the North American Navy.
stuffed chairs, four ottomans, large
Wyk almost went insane answering Saturday afternoon was well at This is a title which can be made
table with gTeen velvet cover
tended.
the questionu, "where do we change i
to sound very impressive and I
huge wardrobe and a big brass bed.
Mrs Ruby Hannan has received
our money into rubles?” People who
thought
the skipper would strangle.
The other bed was huge with a
knew how to boot-leg rubles bought . word from her nephew Cpl. Fred
canopy and spread of bright red
eric Smallwood, that he has ar
PROVIDENT FIRE INF. CO.OF
things much cheaper In Russia than
silk. There were linen sheets, large
rived in Pusan, Korea, after spend
NEW HAMPSHIRE
we could. We did find out how to I
pillows and very heavy blankets.
ing two weeks in Japan.
111 John St., New York, 38, N. Y.
do ''it" in South America, so saved .
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
The school attendance has been
We had a foyer and a perfectly .
ourselves quite a bit of money, but |
$3,934805.06
very small owing to so much sick Bonds.
huge bathroom. When I took a [
in Russia we never felt at ease. Al- | ness among the scholars
Stocks,
95,83100
bath, the water in the faucets shot ]
ways had that girl guide with us , Mrj. CIara
qujte iu Cash and Bank Deposits, 246.754 49
up like a geyser so more water j
Agents' Balances or
and never could go where we want- ■ at thjg time
went up than down into the tub.
Uncollected Premiums, 474,496.80
ed to, as if we were all criminals. , Mrg, Blythe perry and Mrs. Other Assets,
18.077.34
We had five pieces cf toilet paper. ,
The cashier in the hotel gave us Gladys Barnes were business visiThat night, at 2 a. m., my bed
Total Assets,
$4,770,45460
broke down and we had to send for all kinds of money for change— tors in Portland Saturday.
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
English,
German,
or
vhat
have
.
Pfc.
Ralph
Kennard
was
called
the porter, who looked like a con
OTHER FUNDS
$560,81251
vict with his shaved head, to fix it. you? Of course it was useless. Ev- ; home from California by the ser- Reserve for Losses.
his mother, Evelyn Reserve for Loss Adjust
Mr. Wells was not exaggerating in erything was very high, post card ious illness of
ment Expenses.
16,026 04
with stamp, 17c, letter postage 15c. Kennard.
"Kapoot."
Most of the young people from Reserve for Unearned
Leather
pocketbooks
just
twice
the
Tile service was really terrible
Premiums
1,740.46283
thi/ part of the town attended the
at that once very grand hotel, but price of those in New York.
Reserve for Taxes,
114866.21
Announcing Our Opening Date—
High
School
drama
held
in
AppleAfter breakfast we took a drive.
All other Liabilities,
66,153.77
ton
Friday
night,
which
was
re

SATURDAY, APRIL 5
the Maestro, written by a medical We saw 14 young girls digging up puted as being very good.
Total Liabilities,
$3,497,720.86
man, Martin Gumpert, an expert in ra.ls in the streets and old women
Johnny Upham had the misfor Capital Paid Up or Statutory
changing
switches.
It
is
too
bad
i
THE SMILING COW
the knowledge of geriatrics, who ap
Deposit,
$1,000,000.00
tune to break his leg recently while
AND
proaches Toscanini through a dif they haven’t enough men in Ru.sia ;, loading logs.
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
1,272.743 83
ferent channel as to his marvelous to do the dirty work.
Florence Maddock, Geneva Luce
THE TWEED SHOP
i Surplus as Regards
We visited the Tretriakov Picture
vitality and the ever amazing mu
1 and daughter Alice were Augusta j Policyholders,
2.272.743.83
MAIN STREET—CAMDEN
sical grasp. I will tell you more Gallery. The pictures are mostly j visitors Tuesday.
done
by
Russian
painters
and
didn't
about
the
article
next
week,
and
With Emphasis on Gifts, Apparel and
Total.
Lawrence Maddocks has been
$4,770,464.69
also tell you about letters I have amount to much. Then we went, conflned
hu bed this week with
C H TAPLEY, Agent
Accessories for Easter
had from our dear Abbie Hanscom to the Park of Culture and Rest and the grippe.
81 Union St..
Rockland, Me
39&41
Tel. 414-R
and Philip Wentworth.
it would be all right if you missed
33-S-39
it . We also went to the marriage
Galileo invented the first teleand divorce court—$3 to get mar scope in 1609.
UNITED STATES BRANCH
CAR and GENERAL INSURANCE
ried and the same for a divorce.
CORPORATION, LTD.
ANNOUNCING
In the afternoon we visited the PEERLESS CASUALTY COMPANY
London, England
Insurance Building, Keene, N. H.
House of Boyar, a nobleman of the
111 John St., New York, N. Y,
ASSETS DEC 31. 1951
17th century. The furniture and Bonds,
$8503,758.04
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
951883.00 Bonds,
other articles give one a perfect Stocks
$4588.723.25
11553091 Stocks.
693,085.00
idea of the home of a Russian Real Estate Owned,
Cash & Bank Deposits, 350.751.20
BY SIDNEY L, WINSLOW
Boyar of that period We attended Mortgage Loans on
157,474.73 Agents Balances or
Real Estate,
a concert in the Hall of the Red Cash & Bank Deposits 3.140.716.77
Uncollected Premiums, 490.108.26
Army.
1,030.408.58 Other Assets,
90,638.32
Agents’ Balances,
After years of study the ace historian of Vinalhaven will
46551136
The ballet dancing by N. Mirzo- Other Assets,
Total Assets,
$6.223806 03
yants and V Reztsoff, artists of the
soon ready for distribution his fascinating, illustrated
Total Assets
$14865.132.38
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Moscow ballet, were very good. We LIABILITIES, SURPLUS, ETC.,
OTHER FUNDS
liked David Oiertrah, winner of all Reserve for Losses,
$5,944548.74
Reserve for Losses.
$2,038 451.00
HISTORY OF
Reserve for Loss Adjust
the “Union and World Contests,” Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
ment Expenses.
341,110.06
438.822.00
who played the violin, and of course
Reserve for Unearned
for Unearned
VINALHAVEN, MAINE
the Cossacks. Such a time as we Reserve
Premiums,
424650782
Premiums,
1,740,136.59
all had getting back to the hotel Reserve for Taxes,
200.009.00 Reserve for Taxes,
90,602.42
Metropole as there were 300 of us, Other Liabilities,
268,736.73 AU Other Liabilities,
298873.06
$5.00 per copy
all under guard. Martha and I got
Total Liabilities.
$10.100908.34
Total Liabilities,
$4.596885.07
separated. Dinner was served at
Special Surplus Funds, $614829.94 Statutory Deposit,
750,000.00
($5.50 FOR AN AUTOGRAPHED COPY)
11 p. m. and afterward, we all went Capital Paid Up,
1.400,000 00 Unassigned Funds,
over to the Red Square as it was Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
2850,000.00
877,20296
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards Policy
Write Mr, Winslow at Vinalhaven, enclosing check, cash or money order and
moonlight.
Policyholders,
4864828.94
,
holders.
$1,627,02096
Red Square in the moonlight was
your copy will be mailed promptly as received from the publisher.
majestically beautiful. At one Side

“Fish Scales and Stone Chips”

•

33’S’39

Total,

was the Kremlin, lifting its towers,

$14866,13288 I

33-S-39 I

Total,

$6823,306.03
93-8-3#

Several species of cactus con
tain dangerous narcotics.
NATIONAL C.RANG E MUTUAL
I.IABILITA COMPANY
Keene, N. 11.
ASSETS DIOC. 31, 1951
$8,334900.61
Bonds,
798,483 00
Stocks,
126,000 00
Realty Owned,
Mortgage Loan on Realty, 312,731.98
Cash & Bank Depas’.-. 2,252911.61
1.244.2S3.08
Agents’ Balances,
97387 85
Other Assets,

Total Assets,
$13 226,101.13
LIABILITIES. ETC
$2,469.375 00
Reserve for Lo ses.
Reserve for Loss Adjust.
346,937 50
Expenses,
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
4.147.662 86
Reserve for Taxes,
265.000 00
All Other Liabilities,
1 874.293 75
Total Liabilities,
Fpcc. S ;"plii- Funds,
Statutory Deposit,
Unassigned Funis
(Surplus),
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
Total,

$10,123,268.90
$322,832 23
1,400,000 00
1,400,000.00

3 122.832 23

13826,101.13
33-S-39

FEDERAL INSURANCE CO.
New York, 38, N. Y.
Bonds,
$24 753.093 38
Stocks,
26.198 972 90
Cash & B'.nk Deposits, 7272997 71
Agents’ Balances,
2.277.752 32
Other Assets,
835.60 1 56

Total Assets,
61238507 87
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS ETC.
Reserve for Losses,
$7,057.640 00
Reserve for Loss Adjust.
Expenses,
683 526 00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
16.404,892.00
Reserve for Taxes,
772.138.37
Other Liabilitle ,
4512,06131
Total Liabilities,
$29.430857 68
Special Surplus Fund $7,635,175.45
Capital Paid Up,
400,000.00
Unassigned Funds.
20873.074.74
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
31,908,250.19

Total,

.$61.338507.87
33-S-39

MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH &
ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION
Omaha, Nebraska
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
Bonds,
$92979 933.52
Stocks,
5.218926.57
Cash & Bank Deposits, 11.261.042.44
Agents' Balances,
1,511,904.37
Other Assets,
59,147.82
Total A sets,
$111.030954.82
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC.
Reserve for Losses.
$36,114,770.73
Reserve for Loss Adiust.
Expenses,
659,953.87
Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
17521,130 33
Reserve for Taxes,
2.47785154
Other Liabilities,
3.740,322.03

Total Liabilities,
, Spec. Surplus Funds,
Unassigned Funds,
| Surplus as Regards
j Policyholders,
Total,

$60513.428.50
$5,300,000.00
45217526.32
$50.517536.32

$111,030954.82
33-S-39
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